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BACKGROUND REPORT 
 
Winding Creek Owner, LLC (Applicant) is requesting a conditional use permit (CUP) to allow for an increased 
density cluster development in the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning District, on Tax Map Parcel No. 29-4 
(Property), which totals 61.23 acres.  The Applicant submitted a concurrent reclassification application, 
RC16151333, for the reclassification of the Property from the A-1, Agricultural Zoning District to the R-1, Suburban 
Residential Zoning District.  The R-1 Zoning District would allow up to 91 residential lots on the Property.  The 
approval of the CUP would result in an additional 6 dwelling units, for a total of 97 dwelling-units.   
 
In 2014, similar applications for a rezoning and a CUP were submitted and processed for this proposed 
development.  The application included a second parcel, Tax Map Parcel No. 29-5C, consisting of 1.90 acres, which 
abutted the east side of Parcel 29-4 and the western terminus of Fireberry Boulevard in the Autumn Ridge 
neighborhood.  Parcel 29-5C was omitted from this new application, primarily to remove the Virginia Department 
of Transportation (VDOT) requirement for interparcel street connection to Fireberry Boulevard.  During the public 
hearing process for the 2014 applications, the residents expressed opposition to the connection.  The Board of 
Supervisors denied the application at its meeting on September 15, 2016.  The new proposal on 61.23 acres is very 
similar to the original proposal on 63.13 acres, but has been modified based on the new acreage and street 
configuration.  The proposed number of dwelling units has not changed.  A summary of changes between the 
current and previous application is included in Attachment 5. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
The Property is located at the intersection of Winding Creek and Embrey Mill Road and is surrounded by single-

family residential uses. One single family residence exists on the 
property. An existing underground electric power easement 
transects the southern portion of the Property.  Winding Creek 
Road transects the western portion of the Property and Austin 
Run transects the northern portion of the Property from west to 
east.   
 
The Property includes areas of medium-aged mixed deciduous 
and coniferous forest.  Austin Run flows through the northern 
portion, which is protected by a Critical Resource Protection 
Area (CRPA) buffer.  Major portions of the Property are 
dominated by relatively young regrowth where Virginia pine 
trees are prevalent.  There are areas of mature hardwood forest, 
consisting of white oak, southern red oak, American beech, and 
hickory trees, with diameter-at-breast-height (DBH) greater 

than 12 inches.  These areas would remain predominantly within the designated open space areas as depicted on 
the Generalized Development Plan (GDP).   
 
A Threatened and Endangered Species Review, dated April 25, 2014, and a Small Whorled Pogonia Survey 
(Survey), dated July 31, 2013, were completed on the Property, the result of which was a determination that the 
potential of occurrences or impacts related to listed species was considered low.   
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Areas of potential suitable habitat were identified during the Survey of the proposed development site for the small 
whorled pogonia, which is an orchid that is a State-listed endangered and Federal-listed threatened plant species.  
However, during the Survey, there were no individuals or colonies that were observed or identified on or 
immediately adjacent to the Property.  Copies of the surveys are included in the reclassification application. 
 
Generalized Development Plan 
 
The GDP, dated August 29, 2016 (Attachment 6), depicts the proposed design of the site to include 97 lots at a 
density of 1.58 dwelling units an acre (du/ac), which is above the 1.5 du/ac maximum by-right density for a cluster 
subdivision in the R-1 Zoning District.  A maximum of 2.25 du/ac is allowable with issuance of a CUP.  The 
proposed development identifies 33.29 acres, or 54.4% of the Property, as open space, well above the 30% 
minimum requirement.  All residential units would be located on the portion of the Property to the east of Winding 
Creek Road.  Build-out is expected to occur by 2021. 
 

          
 

Generalized Development Plan 
 
The GDP identifies that the proposed development will have two access points to Winding Creek Road.  Secondary 
access is shown via an inter-parcel connection in the vicinity of Wet Rock Lane, to the south of the development.  
The Applicant proffered the construction of a sidewalk to Winding Creek Road, and a crosswalk connecting the east 
and west side of Winding Creek Road, providing pedestrian access to Open Space Parcel E, located on the west side  
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of Winding Creek Road.  This is consistent with Comprehensive Plan Policy 6.3.1., which states that development 
proposals should establish sidewalks to connect local neighborhoods with activity centers.  
       
In its rezoning application, the Applicant proffered that Parcel E, consisting of 10.326 acres, would be preserved as  
open space and not developed or disturbed, except potentially for County park purposes.  The proffers further 
state that the parcel may be dedicated to the County upon approval of the final subdivision plan for the first 
section, unless the County does not desire to accept Parcel E.  In this case, Parcel E would be conveyed as preserved 
open space to the homeowner’s association.  
 
The proposed development would result in clearing approximately 34 acres of forested area.  Staff recommended 
that existing tree canopy be protected and/or restored to the greatest extent possible.  Comprehensive Plan Policy 
3.5.2., states that the maximum amount of tree cover on developed and developing sites shall be protected or 
restored, and also with Section 200 of the design and construction standards for landscaping, buffering and 
screening (DCSL), which states that buffer yards are intended to “recreate or preserve native woodlands.”  In 
addition to the forested area encompassed within the common open space areas, the proposal includes a proffered 
20-foot and variable width buffer consisting of a double row of evergreen trees between the residential lots and 
the right-of-way along Winding Creek Road.  The Applicant also proffered to provide a tree in the rear yard of each 
lot.   
 
The open space parcels encompass a Virginia Dominion Power easement, which transects the southern portion of 
the Property, and federally regulated wetlands.  The GDP shows minor impacts to wetlands and streams that are 
not protected by the CRPA buffer, because they are not contiguous or connected by surface flow to a perennial 
stream.  However, these would be within the maximum thresholds under the State’s permitting process.  The 
Applicant proffered that for all future property owners abutting the Virginia Dominion Power easement shown on 
the GDP, a disclosure notice will be provided to each buyer identifying the fact that in the future, overhead power 
lines may be constructed, in addition to the existing underground line within the Virginia Dominion Power 
easement.  
  
Transportation 
 
A Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) was submitted to the County with the rezoning application, and a copy is 
included in the reclassification staff report.  Transportation impacts and staff’s concerns under the CUP application 
are similar, if not the same, as under the Applicant’s reclassification application, as the CUP would allow six 
additional homes beyond what is allowed with the R-1 Zoning District reclassification, if approved. 
 
A summary of transportation improvements pursuant to the reclassification application are as follows: 
 
 Dedication of 0.84 acre of right-of-way along Winding Creek Road; 
 Dedication of 0.78 acre of right-of-way for the relocation of Embrey Mill Road,  
 Construction of a right turn lane at the intersection of Eustace Road and Northampton Boulevard; 
 Construction of a right turn taper and acceleration lane off of Winding Creek Road into the main entrance of 

the project; 
 Require clearing, grading and sight line improvements along Winding Creek Road at the curve located 

roughly 530 feet north of the northern limit of the project. 
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Comprehensive Plan 
 
The Comprehensive Plan identifies this site as being within the suburban future land-use designation. The 
proposed development is generally consistent with the recommended development standards for the designation 
as described in the Comprehensive Plan.  The proposed development’s consistency with the Comprehensive Plan 
under the CUP application is the same, as under the Applicant’s reclassification application, as the suggested 
residential density for the area is up to 3.0 dwelling units an acre. 
 
Policy 1.2.12. of the Comprehensive Plan recommends that cluster subdivisions with increased density should 
meet the following criteria: 
 Cleared natural resource area should be restored through the provision of increased landscaping in open space, 

buffer areas and on residential lots. 
 Viable areas of existing agricultural uses and natural resources should be avoided when possible as part of the 

development design. 
 Subdivisions should be located in areas of the County where public facilities (including schools, transportation, 

parks and recreation, water/sewer, emergency services) have planned capacity to absorb the demand of the 
additional density. 

 Impacts of the development should be mitigated where existing public facilities are inadequate. 
 Environmentally sensitive areas should be preserved within open space areas, including wetlands, floodplain, 

alluvial soils, slopes greater than 25%, designated trees and significant tree stands. 
 Open space areas should be a continuous land mass that is not fragmented by the development of the 

subdivision and shall be of sufficient size and shape to support its intended use. 
 The minimum side yard setback for each residential lot should be 10 feet or a fire suppression system should 

be provided within each dwelling unit. 
 
This project generally meets the intent of these criteria. 
 
Impacts to Public Facilities 
Impacts to Public Facilities and staff’s concerns under the CUP application are similar, if not the same, as under the 
Applicant’s reclassification application, as the CUP would allow six additional units above the R-1 Zoning District 
reclassification, if approved. 
 
Proposed Conditions 
In its reclassification application, the Applicant has incorporated most of the original conditions related to the CUP 
application into the proffer statement.  A summary of the proffers (Attachment 10), excluding the transportation 
proffers listed previously in this report, follows: 
 
 Require the subdivision to be developed in general accordance with the GDP, but would allow for specified 

modifications in the final site plan; 
 Provide a commitment to a general type, character, and quality of architectural design, details and 

materials of the units, and of an entrance feature, including: 
o Front elevation of 75% of units would be 60% brick; 
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o Side elevations facing the street on corner lots would have two operable windows; 
o All units would have brick or stone to grade on any side facing the street; and 
o Roofs would be symmetrically sloped no less than 5:12, except porches and attached sheds. 

 Construction of a sidewalk to Winding Creek Road and a crosswalk connecting the east and west sides of 
Winding Creek Road; 

 Preservation of approximately 10.326 acres of land (Open Space Parcel E), which may be used for County 
recreation purposes, and require dedication to the County upon recordation of the first subdivision section, 
unless the County does not desire to accept Open Space Parcel E.  If not accepted by the County, Open Space 
Parcel E will be conveyed to the homeowner’s association for preservation; 

 Cash proffers with an estimated value of $22,462.47 per unit; 
 Requirement for the property to be encumbered with conditions, covenants, restrictions, and easements 

prior to development, and the creation of a property/homeowners’ association; 
 Offer fire sprinkler systems as an option to purchasers of any dwelling units; 
 On lots located within the CRPA buffer, require the installation of any required plant materials prior to the 

issuance of the certificate of occupancy, installation of a sign identifying the landward limits of the CRPA 
buffer, and provision of related deed restrictions; 

 Require a Phase I Cultural Resource Study to be completed if historical artifacts are discovered during site 
development and a Phase II study, if required by the Phase I Study; 

 Limit the development to 97 single-family dwelling unit (subject to the approval of the concurrent CUP 
application); 

 Require a 20-foot buffer consisting of a double row of evergreen trees between residential lots, and the 
Winding Creek Road right-of-way on Open Space Parcels A and D; 

 Require a variable width buffer consisting of a double row of evergreen trees between residential parcels 
and the Winding Creek Road right-of-way on Open Space Parcel C; 

 Require foundation landscaping and at least one tree in the rear yard of each lot; 
 Require the construction of a tot lot and picnic/pavilion area; and 
 Require a landscape buffer between Lots 43/44 and the adjacent property owner, consisting of a double 

row of evergreen trees. 
 
The following additional development restrictions are proposed as conditions with the CUP: 
 
1. This CUP allows for a cluster subdivision in the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning District, which shall be 

limited to 97 single-family detached dwelling units. 
 
2. The Applicant shall offer as an option to purchasers of any of the units, but not as a requirement, fire 

sprinkler systems within said units.  In no event shall these fire sprinkler systems be a requirement for 
purposes of construction and/or permitting, but rather only an option payable by purchasers of the units. 

 
3. This CUP may be revoked or conditions amended by the Board for violation of these conditions or any 

applicable county, state or federal code, law, ordinance or regulation. 
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Architectural Design 
 
In its reclassification application, the Applicant proffered a commitment to a general type, character, and quality of 
architectural design, details and materials of the units, and has included the following examples as an attachment 
to the proffer statement: 
 

 

 
 

 
Architectural Elevations 
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Evaluation 
 
Section 28-185 of the Zoning Ordinance lists six criteria to be considered at each public hearing for a CUP.  A 
summary of each criteria is as follows: 
 

1. The use shall not change the character and established pattern of development in the vicinity of the 
proposed use - The Property is surrounded by single-family detached residential uses.  The density and 
form of development is compatible with adjacent neighborhoods.  

 
2. The use shall be in harmony with uses permitted by-right under a zoning permit in the land- use 

district and shall not adversely affect the use of adjacent properties - The proposed use is the same as 
permitted by-right use in the R-1 Zoning District. 

 
3. The location and height of buildings, the location, nature and height of walls and fences, and the nature 

and extent of landscaping on the site, shall be such that the use will not hinder or discourage the 
appropriate development and use of adjacent land and buildings or impair the value thereof - The 
proposed use will not hinder or discourage appropriate development or impair the value of the land and 
buildings on adjacent properties.  

 
4. The use shall not adversely affect the health or safety of persons residing or working in the vicinity of 

the proposed use - The proposal does not directly present any health, safety, or general welfare concerns.  
However, surrounding residents expressed a concern about the safety of Winding Creek Road with the 
increase in vehicular trips to be generated by this development.  The additional six  homes would increase 
the traffic volume by as much as 60 vehicle trips per day. 

 
5. The use shall not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or improvements in the 

neighborhood - Proposed conditions include the option of a fire sprinkler system within each home.    
        

6. The use shall be in accord with the purposes and intent of this chapter and the Comprehensive Plan of 
the County - The proposed use is consistent with the land-use recommendations in the Comprehensive 
Plan, as the proposed location and the design configuration of the use are appropriate on the Property 
with the addition of the proposed conditions.  

 
Summary of Positive and Negative Features 
 
Positive: 
 

1. The proposal is consistent with the established development pattern in the vicinity. 
 

2. The proposed uses and development pattern meet the intent of the Comprehensive Plan, including land-
use, building design, pedestrian connectivity, and open space recommendations. 
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3. The dedication of right-of-way would accommodate planned transportation improvements. 

 
Negative: 
 

1. While the Applicant has proffered in its reclassification application the dedication of right-of-way and 
significant improvements to Winding Creek Road, the Applicant has not proposed to upgrade Winding 
Creek Road in front of the property to an “urban two lane major local standard” as planned for in the 
Comprehensive Plan. 
 

Recommendation 
 
Staff believes that the positive aspects of this development outweigh the negative aspects and recommends 
approval of the CUP, with the conditions contained in proposed Resolution R17-10, subject to approval of 
reclassification application RC16151333. 
 
At its meeting on October 26, 2016, the Planning Commission voted 4-2 (Ms. Vanuch and Mr. Coen voted no, Mr. 
English abstained) to recommend approval of the CUP application. 
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PROPOSED 
 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
COUNTY OF STAFFORD 
STAFFORD, VIRGINIA 

 
RESOLUTION 

 
At a regular meeting of the Stafford County Board of Supervisors (the Board) held in 
the Board Chambers, George L. Gordon, Jr., Government Center, Stafford, Virginia, on 
the 24th day of January, 2017: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MEMBERS:         VOTE: 
Paul V. Milde, III, Chairman 
Meg Bohmke, Vice Chairman 
Jack R. Cavalier 
Wendy E. Maurer 
Laura A. Sellers 
Gary F. Snellings 
Robert “Bob” Thomas, Jr. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On motion of   , seconded by   , which carried by a vote of  , the following was adopted: 
 

A RESOLUTION TO APPROVE A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 
PURSUANT TO APPLICATION CUP16151334 TO ALLOW A 
CLUSTER SUBDIVISION WITH A MAXIMUM DENSITY OF UP 
TO 2.25 DWELLING UNITS/ACRE IN THE R-1, SUBURBAN 
RESIDENTIAL ZONING DISTRICT, ON TAX MAP PARCEL NO. 
29-4, WITHIN THE GARRISONVILLE AND ROCK HILL 
ELECTION DISTRICTS 
 
WHEREAS, Winding Creek Owner, LLC (Applicant), submitted application 

CUP16151334, requesting a conditional use permit (CUP) to allow a cluster subdivision 
with a maximum density of up to 2.25 dwelling units/acre in the R-1, Suburban 
Residential Zoning District, on Tax Map Parcel No. 29-4, located within the 
Garrisonville and Rock Hill Election Districts; and 

 
WHEREAS, the application was submitted pursuant to Stafford County Code 

Sec. 28-35, Table 3.1, which permits this use in the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning 
District, after a CUP is approved by the Board; and 

 
 WHEREAS, the Board carefully considered the recommendations of the 
Planning Commission and staff, and the public testimony, if any, received at the public 
hearing; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Board finds that the request meets the standards of the Zoning 
Ordinance for issuance of a CUP; and 
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WHEREAS, the Board finds that public necessity, convenience, general welfare, 

and good zoning practice require approval of this CUP request; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Stafford County Board of 

Supervisors on this the 24th day of January, 2017, that a conditional use permit (CUP) 
request, pursuant to application CUP16151334, to allow a cluster subdivision with a 
maximum density of up to 2.25 dwelling units per acre on Tax Map Parcel No. 29-4, be 
and it hereby is approved with the following conditions: 

 
1. This CUP allows a cluster subdivision in the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning 

District, which shall be limited to 97 single-family detached dwelling units. 
 

2. The Applicant shall offer as an option to purchasers of any unit, a fire sprinkler 
system within the unit.  The fire sprinkler system is not a requirement for 
purposes of construction and/or permitting, but rather only an option payable by 
the purchaser of the unit. 
 

3. This CUP may be revoked or conditions amended by the Board for violation of 
these conditions or any applicable county, state or federal code, law, ordinance 
or regulation. 
 

CDB:JAH:kb 
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PROPOSED 
 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
COUNTY OF STAFFORD 
STAFFORD, VIRGINIA 

 
RESOLUTION 

 
At a regular meeting of the Stafford County Board of Supervisors (the Board) held in 
the Board Chambers, George L. Gordon, Jr., Government Center, Stafford, Virginia, on 
the 24th day of January, 2017: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MEMBERS:         VOTE: 
Paul V. Milde, III, Chairman 
Meg Bohmke, Vice Chairman 
Jack R. Cavalier 
Wendy E. Maurer 
Laura A. Sellers 
Gary F. Snellings 
Robert “Bob” Thomas, Jr. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On motion of   , seconded by   , which carried by a vote of  , the following was adopted: 
 

A RESOLUTION TO DENY A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 
PURSUANT TO APPLICATION CUP16151334 REQUESTING A 
CLUSTER SUBDIVISION WITH A MAXIMUM DENSITY OF UP 
TO 2.25 DWELLING UNITS/ACRE IN THE R-1, SUBURBAN 
RESIDENTIAL ZONING DISTRICT, ON TAX MAP PARCEL NO. 
29-4, WITHIN THE GARRISONVILLE AND ROCK HILL 
ELECTION DISTRICTS 
 
WHEREAS, Winding Creek Owner, LLC (Applicant), submitted application 

CUP16151334, requesting a conditional use permit (CUP) to allow a cluster subdivision 
with a maximum density of up to 2.25 dwelling units/acre in the R-1, Suburban 
Residential Zoning District, on Tax Map Parcel No. 29-4, located within the 
Garrisonville and Rock Hill Election Districts; and 

 
WHEREAS, the application was submitted pursuant to Stafford County Code 

Sec. 28-35, Table 3.1, which permits this use in the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning 
District, after a CUP is approved by the Board; and 

 
 WHEREAS, the Board carefully considered the recommendations of the 
Planning Commission and staff, and the public testimony, if any, received at the public 
hearing; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Board finds that the request does not meet the standards of the 
Zoning Ordinance for issuance of a CUP; 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Stafford County Board of 

Supervisors on this the 24th day of January, 2017, that a conditional use permit (CUP) 
request, pursuant to application CUP16151334, be and it hereby is denied. 

 
CDB:JAH:kb 
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LAND USE ACTION REQUEST 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Date: January 24, 2017 

[ X  ]  New    [   ]  Revised   [   ]  Unfinished 
 
 
REQUEST: Conditional Use Permit to allow an increased density cluster subdivision in the R-1, Suburban 

Residential Zoning District on Tax Map Parcel No. 29-4, consisting of 61.23 acres. 
   
Conforms with the Comprehensive Plan? [X]  Yes               [  ]  No  [   ]  N/A 
 
CONDITIONS: See proposed Resolution R17-10. 
 
APPLICANT: 
                                             
Name:  Frank Lackman 
  Winding Creek Owner, LLC 
 
Address: 1256 Welton Court 
 Centreville, VA   20120 
 
Agent: Charles W. Payne, Jr. 
 Hirschler Fleischer 
 
 
TAX STATUS:  Paid through December 5, 2016. 
   
 
PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:  Approve  [X] Deny  [  ] 
 
At its meeting on October 26, 2016, the Planning Commission voted 4-2 (Ms. Vanuch and Mr. Coen voted no, Mr. 
English abstained) to recommend approval of application CUP16151334. 
 
TIMING: 

Application Date  June 17, 2016 (submitted); August 29, 2016 (completed)  

Advertisement Date/s   January 10, 2017 and January 17, 2017 ____  

Plan. Comm. Action Date   October 28, 2016 (Required) January 6, 2017___________ 

Proposed Board Action Date January 24, 2017 (Required) August 28, 2017_________  



Winding Creek Rezoning 
Summary of differences between 2014 and 2016 applications 

 
 

 2014 2016 
Tax Parcel Nos. 29-4 and 29-5C 29-4 
Acreage 61.23 63.13 
Density 1.54 units/acre 1.58 units/acre 
Allowable # of units 142 137 
Open Space Proposed 35.77 acres (56.6%) 33.29 acres (54.4%) 
Proposed Layout Included a street connection to 

Fireberry Boulevard 
Removes street connection to 
Fireberry Boulevard, and street 
now ends in a cul-de-sac 

Future interparcel street 
connection to Parcel 29-5A 

Future interparcel street 
connection to Wetrock Lane 

Proposed Proffers Included language regarding 
street connection to Fireberry 
Boulevard 

Removes language regarding 
street connection to Fireberry 
Boulevard 

Required building elevations 
not be repeated within 3 units 
of each other 

Removes language regarding 
repetition of architectural 
elevations 

Required architectural shingles 
on dwellings 

Removes language regarding 
architectural shingles 

Required review for 
consistency with 
Neighborhood Development 
Standards (NDS) 

Removes language regarding 
consistency with NDS 
(addressed in proffered 
architectural elevations 
instead) 

 Removes duplicative proffers 
regarding open space and 
cultural resources 
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2016 Generalized Development Plan 

 

 

2014 Generalized Development Plan 
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STAFFORD COUNTY, VIRGINIA

ZONING RECLASSIFICATION AND CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION

IMPACT STATEMENT 

Applicant: Winding Creek Owner, LLC

Property Owner: John J Musselman, Trustee of the Earl F. Musselman Trust

Property: Tax Parcel 29-4 

Rezoning Request: From A-1 to R-1

Project Name: Winding Creek

CUP Request: Cluster subdivision in the R-1 District

Date: June 15, 2016

File No. RC _________
CUP _________

Application Request

The property owner, as provided above (collectively the “Owner”), through the contract 
purchaser, Winding Creek Owner, LLC, or its assigns or successors (the “Applicant”), hereby 
requests a rezoning of the following property from Agricultural (A-1) to Suburban Residential 
(R-1) in accordance with the Stafford County Zoning Ordinance (the “Zoning Ordinance”), 
including without limitation Article III, Section 28-35, Article X, Section 28-161, et seq., and 
Article XII Section 28-201, et seq.:  

Tax Parcel 29-4 (of record by Instrument No. LR060036235) (the “Property”), 
consisting of approximately 61.227 acres total, and generally located 
approximately 0.7 miles north of the Courthouse Road and Winding Creek Road 
intersection, within the Rock Hill Magisterial District and the Garrisonville 
Magisterial District, all as more particularly described on the attached “Winding 
Creek Generalized Development Plan” dated May 2014, as last revised June 6, 
2016, prepared by Bowman Consulting, which plan is incorporated as a material 
part of this application by this reference (the “GDP”)1.  

                                                
1The GDP is a general overview of the proposed development and improvements to the Property in accordance with 
Article XIII, Section 28-221, et seq., of the Zoning Ordinance.  The Applicant reserves the right to make 
modifications or amendments to the GDP in order to address final site engineering, architectural, and design issues, 
internal road placements and entry areas, RPA requirements, and to ensure compliance with applicable federal, state 
and county regulations, laws and ordinances.
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The R-1 district permits cluster subdivisions by right, except for densities greater than 1.5 
dwelling units per acre, which then require a conditional use permit (“CUP”).  Concurrently with 
the proposed rezoning, the Applicant requests a CUP to develop the Property for a cluster 
subdivision all as shown on the GDP.

We have also included with this application several illustrative elevations and renderings 
depicting the proposed architectural design and building material features, which only include 
general type, character, and quality of architectural design, details, and materials, all as generally 
shown on sheets 10 and 11of the GDP (collectively, the “Renderings”).  

This application provides the following key development features: 

(1) no more than 97 single-family detached units; 
(2) average lot size of 0.213 acres;
(3) density of 1.58 dwelling units per acre
(4) open space of 33.291 acres, or 54.4% of the Property, far exceeding the R-1 

district’s minimum requirement;
(5) clustering of lots to promote appropriately dense development;
(6) proffered architectural and design features as generally provided on the 

Renderings;   
(7) dedication of 0.84 acres of right of way along Winding Creek Road to widen 

the right of way to a width of sixty feet (60'), plus the 0.78 ac of right of way 
along Embrey Mill Road to allow for the future relocation of that road as 
shown on GDP;

(8) an approximate 10.33 acre open space area for transportation buffering and 
passive recreation activity west of Winding Creek Road; 

(9) monetary cash proffers of $2,619,000, all as provided more particularly in the 
attached proffer statement; 

(10) project is located within Stafford County’s (the “County”) Urban Service 
Area, and will connect to public water and sewer; and

(11) project is consistent with the County’s Comprehensive Plan (the “Comp 
Plan”), as described below.  

Overview

As noted above, the Property is currently zoned A-1.  The Applicant proposes changing the 
zoning of the Property from A-1 to R-1 and to allow a clustered subdivision.  Section 28-34 of 
the County’s Zoning Ordinance states the following concerning the R-1 district:

The purpose of the R-1 district is to provide areas which are in close proximity to 
existing or future development of equivalent or higher densities, and which are 
intended for low density residential development where public water and 
sewerage facilities are available. Development in the R-1 district is intended to be 
characterized by single-family dwellings.
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Pursuant to Article III, Section 28-35 of the Zoning Ordinance, a CUP is required in order to 
develop a cluster subdivision in the R-1 district if the applicant requests a density of dwelling 
units greater than 1.5 per acre.  The Zoning Ordinance defines “cluster” as “[a] subdivision 
development design technique that concentrates detached single-family dwellings in specific 
areas on the site to allow the remaining land to be used for recreation, common open space, and 
preservation of environmentally sensitive features and rural character . . .”

Cluster subdivisions in the R-1 district permit an average density of up to 2.25 dwelling units per 
acre, while conventional subdivisions permit an average density of up to 1.5 dwelling units per 
acre.  The proposed development includes 1.58 dwelling units per acre, which requires a 
conditional use permit.

The Applicant’s proposed cluster subdivision includes 97 lots located on approximately 61.227
acres.  The GDP reflects 33.291 acres of open space accounting for approximately 54.4% of the 
Property.  This far exceeds the 30 percent minimum required by the R-1 district for cluster 
subdivisions.  The open space will be used for stormwater management facilities, and 
recreational and natural areas.

The Property is bisected by Winding Creek Road, which intersects Courthouse Road 
approximately 0.7 miles to the south of the Property.  Embrey Mill Road and Wetrock Lane 
border the Property immediately to the south.  Adjacent and nearby properties are generally 
developed as similar cluster subdivisions, while some nearby properties are wooded.  Existing 
and planned residential subdivisions in the area include Berkshire, Embrey Mill, Augustine 
North, Colonial Forge, Liberty Knolls, and Austin Ridge.  The Applicant’s proposal will be 
compatible with existing and planned uses in the area and proposed home prices will average 
approximately $525,000.  Additionally, the Applicant’s proposal will further enhance the local 
housing stock while maintaining the rural character of the area through inclusion of appropriate 
buffering and open space.

As described below, the Applicant’s proposal conforms to the policies established by the Comp 
Plan.  Adjacent properties will experience minimal impacts.  Furthermore, the proposal will 
result in minimal impacts on public facilities and services, and impacts related to roads, schools, 
and parks will be offset through proffers. 

In regard to the foregoing, the Applicant retained S. Patz and Associates, Inc. (“Patz”), to review 
the proposed project and prepare a fiscal impact analysis. Patz’s analysis, entitled “Market and 
Fiscal Impacts Analyses Winding Creek Subdivision Stafford, Virginia,” dated May 2014 (the 
“FIA”), concludes, in relevant part, that the Applicant’s proposed project will generate gross 
county tax revenues of approximately $1,176,170 annually with a net fiscal benefit of $357,390
(on and off-site impacts), all in constant 2014 dollars. The consultant also applied three different 
pupil generation rates of 1.3, 1.06 and 0.66 per household. The net revenue findings (see page 34 
of the report) range from $546,000 to $244,230, all of which are a net positive surplus. Based on 
these factors, the proposal will result in a net benefit to the County and its citizens and the 
project will pay for itself from an operating expense perspective, which surplus also contributes 
to necessary county capital improvements. Please also see additional details regarding the 
analysis in the attached FIA, which was been submitted as a material part of this application.    
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Comprehensive Plan      

Future Land Use Map

The Comp Plan’s Future Land Use Map classifies the Property as part of the “Suburban” 
designation.  This designation encourages low density residential development, as well as limited 
commercial development.  Development is expected to occur on quarter to half acre lots, with 
densities of up to three dwelling units per acre.  Townhouses and multifamily development are 
generally discouraged.  Additionally, the Suburban designation promotes preservation of 
sensitive environmental features and open space through use of innovative development 
techniques such as clustering and planned unit developments.  The Plan encourages preservation 
of 25 to 50 percent of land for a combination of natural and usable open space.

The Suburban designation supports the Applicant’s proposed development consisting of single 
family detached dwellings.  The GDP provides for approximately 1.58 dwelling units per acre, 
which is within the Comp Plan’s density policy of 3.0 dwelling units per acre.  The GDP also 
shows 54.4% of the Property as open space in the form of stormwater management facilities, and 
recreational and natural areas.  This exceeds the Plan’s policy of preserving 25 to 50 percent of 
land for both natural and usable open space. In general, the type and density of the proposed 
development, as well as the preserved open space, meet the Suburban designation’s policies.

The Plan’s Quantico Noise and Range Compatibility Zones Map includes the property in Noise 
Zone 1.  Properties in Zone 1 may experience occasional noise of less than 62 dB from the 
Quantico Marine Corps Base.  This level of noise causes minimal impact on the properties within 
Zone 1.

Urban Service Area

The Comprehensive Plan includes the Property in the “Urban Service Area”.  This designation 
attempts to funnel new development in the County to the land around I-95 and other major 
transportation corridors in order to take advantage of existing public utilities in the area. The 
Urban Service Area supports any new development which is compatible with the Property’s 
Future Land Use Map designation.

The Property’s location in the Urban Service Area supports the project’s utilization of existing 
public utilities.  Based on nearby development patterns, several nearby subdivisions are already 
utilizing public utilities, which means the Applicant should be able to extend water and sewer 
lines from nearby rights of way in order to serve the Property.

Transportation 

The Property is located north of Embrey Mill Road and is bisected by Winding Creek Road, both 
of which are classified as rural local roads.  The Comprehensive Plan’s Anticipated 
Transportation Needs Map designates Winding Creek Road as a 2-lane road requiring upgrades.  
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The types of upgrades are not specified.  For purposes of the foregoing and as provided in the 
Applicant’s proffer statement, the Applicant will proffer dedication of 0.84 acres of right of way 
along Winding Creek Road to widen the right of way to a width of sixty feet (60') at a value of 
$74,343.89, as generally shown on the GDP.  Additionally, the Applicant will proffer dedication 
of 5.61 acres of right of way for internal subdivision roads to be maintained by VDOT, plus the 
0.78 acres for relocation of Embrey Mill Road, all as generally shown on the GDP.  

Impact Analysis

1. Current capacity of and anticipated demands on highways, utilities, storm 
drainage, schools and recreational facilities. 

A. Highways.   Based on the Traffic Impact Analysis, dated June 13, 2016, 
prepared by Bowman Consulting (the “TIA”), the project will generate 
1,021 new trips per 24 hour period.  Of these trips, 78 new trips will occur 
during the AM peak hour and 102 new trips will occur during the PM peak 
hour.  These traffic volumes do not exceed traffic thresholds outlined in 
§15.2-2222.1 of the Code of Virginia and the Virginia Traffic Impact 
Analysis Regulations (24 VAC 30-155), which are commonly referred to 
as “Chapter 527” requirements.  Primary access to the Property is 
proposed via two full movement entrances along Winding Creek Road.  
Internal roadways will be terminated via a “cul-de-sac” alignment.  In 
addition, the TIA shows that 2021 traffic conditions with the build out of 
the Property will be adequately accommodated at the study intersections 
with no need for offsite improvements. 

We are not aware of any specific traffic volume capacity based on the 
classification by either the County or VDOT. Classification is based on 
the function and character of the road than the volume of traffic it could 
(or should) carry. For instance, a six-lane divided urban roadway 
designed to serve numerous business while carrying 30,000 vehicles per 
day could have a lower functional classification than a two-lane rural road 
carrying 8,500 vehicles per day and designed to carry traffic between 
regional destinations.

Stafford County’s Comprehensive Plan calls for development applications 
to meet a Level of Service C or better or to show non-degradation. The 
TIA shows that all studied intersections will operate at LOS C or better 
with the exception of the westbound approach to the Eustace 
Road/Northampton Blvd/Hampton Park Road intersection which operates 
at LOS E during the PM peak hour under existing conditions.  The 
analysis shows that the approach would continue to operate at LOS E in 
2021 with or without the buildout of the site.  Therefore the application 
meets Stafford County’s Comprehensive Plan requirement of LOS C or 
non-degradation.
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To offset any alleged impacts the Applicant will dedicate 60' of right-of-  
away along Winding Creek Road at a value of $74,343.89 and not develop 
on the west side of Winding Creek Road, as shown on the GDP, at a value 
of $895,657. Please review further details in the attached proffer 
statement.     

By Right Impact:  If the Property is developed as a cluster subdivision 
under the existing A-1 zoning, the maximum traffic intensity would occur 
with build out of approximately 20 single family residential dwelling 
units.  Pursuant to a by-right clustered development, the aggregate new 
daily trips would be approximately 771 per a 24 hour period, 54 new trips 
during the AM peak hour, and 76 new trips during the PM peak hour.

B. Utilities. As noted above, the proposed rezoning is located within the 
County’s Urban Service Area and has access to public water and sewer. 
The proposed project will have minimal impact on utility demands. 
Existing water and sewer lines are located in the Winding Creek Road 
right of way. These utility lines and applicable water and sewer treatment 
facilities appear to have available capacity, or the reasonable ability to be 
upgraded to provide adequate capacity.  

Public Water:  This project is located in the Garrisonville Zone. There is 
an existing 12” DIP water line in the Winding Creek Road right of way.  
Onsite water lines will generally be constructed along the proposed roads 
within the development creating loops and networks throughout the 
Property. The anticipated daily demand for water is as follows: 97 lots x 
240 gpd/lot = 23,280 gpd

Sewer:  This project is located in the Austin Run sewer service area.  An 
existing 12” sewer line is located in the Winding Creek Road right of way.  
Onsite sewer lines will generally be constructed along the proposed roads 
within the development creating loops and networks throughout the 
Property.  The anticipated daily demand for sewer is as follows:  97 lots x 
300 gpd/lot = 29,100 gpd

By-Right Impact:  If the Property is developed as a cluster subdivision 
under the existing A-1 zoning, the maximum traffic intensity would occur 
with build out of approximately 20 single family residential dwelling 
units.  Under this scenario, the anticipated daily demand for water and 
sewer follows:
Water - 20 lots x 240 gpd/lot = 4,800 gpd
Sewer - 20 lots x 300 gpd/lot = 6,000 gpd

C. Storm Drainage.  The proposed development will incorporate low impact 
development techniques as well as conventional stormwater management 
techniques in order to reduce the post-developed runoff from the site to 
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pre-developed levels in accordance with County and State requirements.  
The GDP depicts four stormwater management facilities, and projects that 
approximately 19.22% of the Property will consist of impervious surface, 
which is a relatively low percentage for a subdivision of this size. The 
proposed development will have minimal impacts downstream of the 
Property. 

By Right Impact:  Since both a by-right development and the proposed 
development would be subject to the same stormwater management 
regulations, both the by-right and proposed developments would result in 
the same post-developed flow requirements and would have minimal 
impacts downstream.

D. Schools. The proposed rezoning will generate sufficient revenue to pay for 
any impacts to the school system, all as more particularly provided in the 
FIA. It is estimated that the project will generate approximately 64 to 127 
school aged pupils (depending on formula applied of 0.66, which is county 
wide number per unit or 1.06, which is the average number including new 
developments or 1.3 which is the average for new developments only) as 
provided in the attached FIA. As noted above, we believe the Applicant’s 
project will generate adequate net tax revenue (on-site and off-site) to pay 
for annual operational impacts to the County’s schools and additional 
dollars towards necessary capital improvements. The Applicant will also 
provide cash proffers in the amount of $1 million dollars to offset any 
school capital impacts in the relevant school attendance zone area of the 
Property. Please review additional details in the attached proffer 
statement.    

By Right Impact:  A by-right development would result in approximately 
20 dwelling units or approximately 14 to 26 school aged students without 
the benefit of any proffers for school improvements.

E. Recreational Facilities. The proposed rezoning will have minimal impact 
on park and recreational facilities. The GDP includes significant open 
space, including approximately 10.33 acres of open space west of Winding 
Creek Road, which will serve as a passive recreation area.  Additionally, 
the GDP provides for a sidewalk system that can be connected to the 
surrounding residential neighborhoods. The Applicant will also provide 
cash proffers in the amount of $200,000 for new park facilities. Please 
review additional details in the attached proffer statement.    

By-Right Impact: A by-right development would generate approximately 
20 dwelling units without the benefit of any proffers for park 
improvements as provided in the attached proffer statement. 
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2. Fiscal Impact.  The FIA concludes that for purposes of complete build-out, the
project will generate (based on 2014 constant dollars) approximately $1,176,170 
in gross annual tax revenues for the county with a net annual tax revenue benefit 
of $357,390, all as provided more particularly in the attached FIA. In addition 
and as noted above, the FIA applied three different school aged generation 
number of 0.66, 1.06 and 1.3 all as shown in the FIA. In applying these three 
variations of school aged impact numbers, the annual net tax revenue surplus 
generated by the project is projected at $244,230 to $546,00. In essence, the 
project will pay for itself as applied to the costs of annual county services, plus 
generate additional tax dollars for use towards necessary county capital 
improvements. The FIA’s assumptions are based on several factors, including the 
County’s current tax rate, budget and CPI projections, County estimates for the 
costs for public services, market business activity (including BRAC, courthouse 
and hospital industry expansion) and conditions, and County demographics, all as 
more particularly described in the FIA.   

3. Environmental Impact.  A Wetland Delineation was completed for the Property 
by Bowman Consulting Group, Ltd. (Report and Map dated April 25, 2014, 
revised August 27, 2014), and approved by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
under Jurisdictional Determination No. NAO-2014-00895 dated September 12, 
2014. A Perennial Flow Evaluation and Critical Resource Protection Area 
(CRPA) Determination study was also completed for the Property by Bowman 
Consulting Group, Ltd. (Report and Map dated April 25, 2014) and approved by 
Stafford County on July 22, 2014 (AP# 1400209). As depicted on the GDP, two 
perennial streams are located on the Property: Austin Run is located at the 
Property’s north end, and an unnamed tributary is located on the Property’s east 
side. The portions of these perennial streams located on the Property total 466 
linear feet; all other stream channels located on the Property were determined to 
be non-perennial, or intermittent.  The GDP also depicts approximately 0.61 acre 
of palustrine wetlands located throughout the Property; none of these wetlands 
were determined to be contiguous to or connected by surface flow to a perennial 
stream. In accordance with the County’s CBPA Policy and Virginia Department 
of Conservation and Recreation’s Resource Protection Areas: Nontidal Wetlands, 
Guidance on the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Designation and 
Management Regulations, the CRPA boundaries are mapped 100-feet upslope or 
landward of the surveyed perennial stream boundaries, encompassing 
approximately 2.4 acres of the Property. As depicted on the GDP, the proposed 
development will not impact any perennial streams or their associated CRPAs.

A threatened and endangered species evaluation was completed by Bowman 
Consulting Group, Ltd. based on information obtained from the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation, and 
the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fishers for the 
Property. Additionally, habitat assessment and field surveys for the State-listed 
endangered and Federal-listed threatened small whorled pogonia (Isotria 
medeoloides) were conducted on the Property by Bowman Consulting Group, 
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Ltd. (Reports dated July 31, 2013 and updated July 31, 2015). Based on existing 
site habitat conditions and the results of the threatened and endangered species 
evaluation and small whorled pogonia surveys, no adverse impacts to Federal or 
State-listed threatened and endangered species or critical habitat are anticipated 
from the development of the Property.

The proposed development has been designed to avoid disturbance to the CRPA 
and the majority of the wetlands and streams on the Property, with only minor 
impacts to environmentally sensitive features proposed, and those impacts being 
within the thresholds of the Virginia Water Protection (VWP) General Permit 
WP4 and the State Program General Permit (12-SPGP-01). If permanent impacts 
exceed 0.1 acre of wetlands and/or 300 linear feet of stream channel, appropriate 
compensatory mitigation will be provided through the purchase of wetland and/or 
stream credits from approved mitigation bank(s), or as otherwise required by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Virginia Department of Environmental 
Quality permits. No impacts are proposed to the CRPA, nor are any adverse 
impacts to threatened and endangered species or critical habitat anticipated. Less 
than 0.01 acre of land within the CRPA is proposed to be located on subdivision 
lots; however, these areas are located outside of the buildable areas for the lots, 
and construction activities on these lots will not impact the CRPA. 

By-Right Impact: Any development utilizing the same developable area will have 
the same impacts on environmentally sensitive features.

4. Impact on Adjacent Properties.   Nearby properties are either wooded or 
developed for cluster subdivisions similar to the Applicant’s proposal.  The GDP
provides for appropriate buffering along shared property lines and rights of way to 
maintain the rural character of the area and to minimize impacts on adjacent 
properties.  The proposed low density residential development is compatible with 
and similar to development on surrounding properties and is a positive in-fill 
residential development plans in accordance with the Comp Plan policies for this 
area.  

5. Historical Sites. This Property has no known archeological or architecturally 
significant sites.  Accordingly, there is no impact to historical sites under the 
proposed development.

7928938-1  039798.00001
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Planning Commission Minutes 
September 28, 2016 
 

Page 1 of 15 
 

1. RC16151333; Reclassification – Winding Creek - A proposed reclassification from the A-1, 
Agricultural Zoning District to the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning District, to allow for  a 
greater density, single-family detached dwelling unit subdivision, of up to 97 units, to be 
developed on Tax Map Parcel No. 29-4.  The property consists of 61.23 acres; is located at the 
intersection of Winding Creek Road and Embrey Mill Road, within the Garrisonville and Rock 
Hill Election Districts; and is concurrently under consideration for a conditional use permit to 
allow a greater density cluster subdivision in the R-1 Zoning District.  (Time Limit:  January 6, 
2017) 

 
2. CUP16151334; Conditional Use Permit – Winding Creek - A request for a Conditional Use Permit 

(CUP) to allow a cluster subdivision of up to 2.25 dwelling units per acre on Tax Map Parcel No. 
29-4, which is concurrently under consideration for a reclassification from the A-1, Agricultural 
Zoning District to the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning District.  The property consists of 61.23 
acres, located at the intersection of Winding Creek Road and Embrey Mill Road, within the 
Garrisonville and Rock Hill Election Districts.  (Time Limit:  January 6, 2017) 

 
Mr. Harvey:  Thank you Mr. Chairman.  The next agenda item is a rezoning, as well as a conditional use 
permit for the Winding Creek project; if you could please recognize Kathy Baker for the presentation. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you Ms. Baker. 
 
Ms. Baker:  Good evening.  And I will be presenting both of these in one combined presentation.  May I 
have the computer please?  This application is a reclassification, as well as a conditional use permit for 
Winding Creek.  This is a reclassification from A-1, Agricultural to R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning 
District.  The conditional use permit is for a cluster subdivision with increased density, as allowed in the 
Zoning Ordinance.  The applicant is Winding Creek Owner, LLC, and Mr. Charles Payne is the agent 
here this evening that will be representing the applicant and property owners.  And this does split the 
Garrisonville and Rock Hill Election Districts.  Just as a refresher, there were similar applications that 
went through the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors in 2014 and 2015.  The Board of 
Supervisors did end up turning down the application in 2015 in the fall.  And this was primarily due to 
concerns from residents of the adjacent Autumn Ridge development regarding a street connection at 
Fireberry Boulevard, which was an existing street in their neighborhood.  And under Virginia Department 
of Transportation requirements, this connection from the new proposed neighborhood would had to have 
been made to that Fireberry Boulevard.  So, the application has now been revised to remove one specific 
parcel from the application and, therefore, that’s removing the requirement for the connection to 
Fireberry.  And I’ll show you some more as we go through the presentation.  Also, the differences in the 
application were included in Attachment 2 in your packages.  As you can see, the subject property, 
outlined in yellow, you see Embrey Mill Road to the south or the lower bottom portion of the screen.  
Winding Creek Road actually separates the parcel… one parcel, approximately 10 acres to the west and 
then the remaining subject property.  You’ll see the surrounding neighborhoods, Autumn Ridge 
Subdivision to the east or on the right-hand side, and Berkshire Subdivision to the west.  Also, to the 
north is Park Ridge Subdivision.  And to the south is Embrey Mill Road which eventually will extend and 
connect to the new Embrey Mill development.  As you can see, the majority of the parcel is forested and 
there is one single-family residence that fronts on Winding Creek Road.  The small rectangle, red 
rectangle that you see was the original parcel that was included with the prior application, about 1.9 acres, 
and that has now been removed from this application.  And as you see on the screen in that vicinity, in 
this area… okay, right where you can see Fireberry Boulevard -- thank you Jeff -- in that connection is 
where the connection would have been made from the new development.  And this is a zoning map 
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showing the A-1 parcel and you have R-1 to the east and the west, PD-1 to the north, and A-2 up in the 
top left corner.  And then A-1 also to the south of the property.  And this is the future land use designation 
which is Suburban for the subject property, as well as the surrounding properties.  You do see Resource 
Protection to the top of the screen and this is surrounding Austin Run.  This is just a bird’s eye view from 
Winding Creek Road/Embrey Mill Road intersection looking to the northeast.  And you can see the 
single-family residence that fronts on Winding Creek Road.  This is just a view looking from Winding 
Creek Road as you’re headed north.  So, the 10-acre parcel on the left-hand side and then the frontage of 
the property in the vicinity of the single-family residence on the right.  And this is the proposed 
Generalized Development Plan with the new application.  Let me try one more time to see if I can 
highlight.  As you see, I’ve turned the project now just so it will fit on the screen.  No, it’s not working.  
Jeff, if you could highlight please Winding Creek Road with your two entrances into the subdivision off 
of Winding Creek Road.  That’s the northern entrance, this is the southern entrance.  And there will be 
one future inter-parcel connection down to the bottom of your screen.  That goes into a parcel that’s 
actually owned by the Autumn Ridge Homeowner’s Association.  It contains a private gravel road called 
Wet Rock Lane that serves several private lots… or individual lots off of Wet Rock Lane.  To the left of 
the screen is future right-of-way dedication for realignment of Embrey Mill Road from the intersection of 
Winding Creek Road.  And you can’t really see on the GDP but there would be additional right-of-way 
dedication along the full frontage of Winding Creek for the property.  There are areas of open space.  To 
the top of the screen is the 10-acre separated parcel.  That is intended to stay as an open space parcel.  It 
would be dedicated ultimately to the County if the County desired to accept it.  It may be that it would not 
serve the purposes for the County.  In that case, if the County turns it down, then it would revert to the 
Homeowner’s Association and be maintained as a preservation parcel that’s currently wooded, as I stated 
prior.  There’s also additional open space parcels to the left of the screen, as open space in the vicinity 
under a Virginia Power easement.  There is one overhead easement to the far left of the property, to the 
left side of the screen, but there is an underground utility.  There are additional open space areas in 
between the lots where there’s proposed a picnic and pavilion area in this vicinity.  And a tot lot up in this 
vicinity.  And then there are also Resource Protection Areas as I stated which would be located within 
open space areas.  The total open space is about 54%; the requirement under cluster is 30%.  And just to 
show you the prior GDP and the primary difference is the connection of Fireberry Boulevard.  Jeff, if you 
could show that general area.  And then the other change is the actual street extension on the other cul-de-
sac near Wet Rock Lane.  It previously went into a different adjacent parcel.  And in comparison, this is 
what the new GDP looks like, so just a slight change to the cul-de-sac and then the extension into 
Fireberry.  The applicant has submitted architectural renderings for what the homes would look like, and 
there are certain proffers that do discuss that are in compliance with these renderings.  And I’ll go over 
those in a little bit more detail.  With regard to some of the transportation improvements, there was a 
traffic impact analysis that was submitted.  It wasn’t required; it did not meet the thresholds to be 
reviewed by VDOT.  However, VDOT did review it.  They did just send us a letter after your staff report 
went out and that was handed out to you all at your desks this evening.  Generally, they concurred with 
the findings in the Traffic Impact Study which basically said that they’re… that this development was not 
going to hinder any of the capacity for Winding Creek Road.  They did have some safety 
recommendations and they did have one concern about the proposed crosswalk, which would come from 
the development across Winding Creek Road to the future park site.  And that would be based on the 
warrants not being met for a pedestrian crosswalk.  The area that you see circled is an area of 
improvement for a turn lane into the site and an acceleration lane coming out of the site along Winding 
Creek Road.  Additionally, the red circle you see up to the top of the screen, that would be an offsite 
improvement for… there’s a curve in this location along Winding Creek Road and to the left side of that 
curve is a hill with stone embedded.  So, it is an area of concern for site distance for people traveling on 
that road.  And I’ll talk a little bit more and I’ll show you a visual on that in just a moment.  And then 
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again, you’ll see the dedicated right-of-way for future Embrey Mill.  One thing with the prior application 
and this application, the Comprehensive Plan does recommend upgrades to Winding Creek along the 
entire segment of Winding Creek in this area to a standard which would include safety improvements 
such as wider shoulders, sidewalk along the frontage, and the applicant has not proposed to do these 
improvements and that’s just one carryover item that the staff would still recommend.  This slide just 
shows the curve that you see as you’re heading north.  And this would be the afterview once this 
improvement would be made.  The applicant has noted that there are third party considerations for this 
because they would need permission from these property owners.  And they have had discussions with 
them in the past.  If, for any reason, the applicant wasn’t able to do the construction, the amount that they 
have determined, around $412,000 I believe, would then go to cash towards the project.  This is one 
additional item that was identified in the Traffic Impact Study that the intersection at Eustace Road, 
Northampton Boulevard, and Hampton Park would have an increased delay, but it already has a Level of 
Service E and the applicant has proffered to do a right-turn lane improvement from Northampton onto 
Eustace Road.  And this improvement would actually reduce the Level of Service from E… excuse me, 
improve it from a Level E to a Level C.  So, that would be in compliance with the Comp Plan.  There may 
have been a misstatement in the staff report that that wasn’t addressed.  But it has been addressed in the 
proffers.  With regard to schools, the proposed development would generate 64 students versus 13 under 
the by-right development, if it were developed under A-1.  That’s based on a student generation rate of 
.66 per household.  The schools in this vicinity where students would attend is Winding Creek Elementary 
School, Rodney Thompson Middle School, and Colonial Forge High School.  The capacities right now of 
those schools; Winding Creek is about 92%, I believe Rodney Thompson about 85%, and Colonial Forge 
is about 97% capacity.  That’s based on projected students this year; those weren’t based on actual student 
counts.  We didn’t have that information available.  The applicant is proffering a cash amount of $16,000 
plus per unit to go towards schools. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Ms. Baker, before you move on, what would the number of students be under the new 
construction methodology?   
 
Ms. Baker:  I believe it would just about double, because I think the generation rate is around 1.3.  So that 
would probably equate to close to 130 students, something like that.  That’s using the new developments 
as opposed to a countywide average which is spread across all types of housing units across the County. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you. 
 
Ms. Baker:  The applicant did submit a fiscal impact analysis.  This was also submitted with the prior 
application.  It determined that the net fiscal benefit would be a little over $350,000 annually.  The fiscal 
impact analysis did show three alternate scenarios, and those were based on the different student 
generation rates which is what you just asked about.  Those costs would range between $244,500 and 
46,000 based on differences in the student generations.  Just to go through the proposed proffers -- and I 
will note that the application was submitted prior to July 1st and you all are aware that there have been 
changes to state proffer legislation from the state level, and then the County followed suit to be in 
accordance with state law that we no longer have the monetary proffer guidelines.  And so this application 
was submitted prior to that, therefore, they are actually… have offered proffer guidelines according to our 
2015 proffer guidelines.  The proffers do state that it would develop in accordance with the Generalized 
Development Plan, would commit to a general type character and quality of architectural design, and that 
includes front elevations of 75% of the units to be primarily brick.  It would have operable windows on 
side elevations facing the street on corner lots, just to give some more accord with our Neighborhood 
Design Standards.  All units would be brick or stone on any side facing the street.  And your roofs would 
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be symmetrically sloped.  There would be right-of-way dedication along Winding Creek Road, as I 
mentioned, as well as Embrey Mill Road.  The right turn lane as I stated at the intersection of Eustace 
Road and Northampton Boulevard; the right turn taper and acceleration lane, as well as deceleration lane 
at the main entrance, the primary entrance into the property.  Again, clearing and grading the curve with 
the hillside along Winding Creek Road to the north of the project offsite.  Sidewalk to Winding Creek 
Road and a crosswalk connecting the east and west sides of Winding Creek Road, and, of course, that 
would obviously be the time of site plan development subject to VDOT approval.  The dedication of 
approximately 10.3 acres of open space, which is that open space Parcel E on the west side of the road for 
recreational purposes.  A total cash proffer amount of $22,000-plus per unit.  And the property would be 
encumbered with the conditions, covenants, restrictions, and easements prior to development and the 
creation of a Homeowner’s Association.  One of the covenants would be that homes… purchasers of 
homes along the VEPCO easement, they would be notified that at some time there could be overhead 
lines constructed within that easement. 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  Ms. Baker? 
 
Ms. Baker:  Yes. 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  Would that statement and disclosure be within the HOA disclosure?  Or is that going to be a 
standalone disclosure made to first-time purchasers of the property?  Do you know? 
 
Ms. Baker:  I’ll have to get confirmation on that.  I’m sure Mr. Payne can address that if you can wait for 
him to comment on that. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Ms. Baker, before you move on, on the dedication of the open space, I’m looking at the 
proffer -- it’s number 5.  It says, open space Parcel E will be conveyed to the… in the event the County 
does not desire to accept the dedication of open space, Parcel E will be conveyed to the project’s 
Homeowner’s Association and restricted as to any use.  I don’t really know what that means, and I’m 
wondering if you’ve had any conversations with the applicant or their agent about putting a conservation 
easement on the 10.3 acres should the County not desire to use it for recreation purposes.   
 
Ms. Baker:  I’m not sure if that was discussed during the last application round.  I did not personally have 
conversations with them during the review of this application.  
 
Mr. Apicella:  But putting an easement, a conservation easement would ensure that, again, they’re not 
going to sell the property and/or put something else on there, the Homeowner’s Association, should they 
take possession of it, right? 
 
Ms. Baker:  As long as the homeowner’s were a valid conservation easement holder, determined to be a 
valid conservation easement holder. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, thanks. 
 
Ms. Baker:  Just a few more proffers.  They would offer… the applicant would offer fire sprinkle systems 
as a purchase option in the homes.  The plant materials and notification signage for properties… for lots 
that contain RPA would be installed prior to occupancy permits.  A Phase 1 Cultural Resource Study has 
been proffered to be conducted, and a Phase 2 follow-up if warranted during the initial Phase 1.  Proffers 
would limit the maximum number of homes to 97.  There would be a 20-foot buffer between lots and the 
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lots that are located along Winding Creek Road; they would be between the lots and Winding Creek 
Road.  The foundation, landscaping, and one tree would be planted in each rear yard to supplement some 
of the landscaping.  There would be the tot lot and pavilion picnic areas which I showed on the GDP.  
And then there would be a buffer to the rear of lots 43 and 44 and the adjacent property.  And just to 
summarize the Conditional Use Permit, under R-1 zoning, the applicant would be permitted up to 91 
residential lots, or 1.5 units per acre.  A conditional use permit would permit up to 137 lots based on 2.25 
units per acre.  So this would be an allowable increase of 46 lots.  As I stated, this proposal’s for 97 lots 
which is equivalent to 1.58 units per acre and an increase of 6 lots what would be permitted just under R-1 
zoning without the increased density allowed by the conditional use permit.  And the proposed conditions 
are very limited because generally everything is already covered in the proffers.  Additionally, the 
conditions would be limiting to 97 units and then include the purchase option for the fire sprinkle 
systems.  So, during the review, we do find that this proposal is consistent with the established 
development pattern in the vicinity.  And the proposed uses and development pattern meets the intent of 
the Comprehensive Plan, including the Land Use, Transportation, building design, pedestrian 
connectivity, and open space recommendations.  Also, their dedication of right-of-way would 
accommodate future planned transportation improvements.  And the proffered improvements to Winding 
Creek Road as presented would improve safety.  Just from the negative standpoint, the monetary proffers 
are below the per unit amount recommended under the current proffer guidelines which is around 
$48,000.  It is noted that there are several transportation and other improvements that do have an in-kind 
amount that the applicant has considered.  And while the applicant has proffered the right-of-way 
dedication and certain improvements, they still, as I mentioned, have not proposed any upgrades to 
Winding Creek to that urban two-lane major local standard.  And there’s no timing at this point to make 
those improvements or VDOT.  Staff is recommending approval of the rezoning, as well as the 
Conditional Use Permit.  Pursuant to the Comprehensive Plan, we would recommend the applicant again 
consider upgrading Winding Creek Road.  And with that I’ll be happy to answer any questions. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  So, on that… on that last recommendation, upgrading the road to an urban two-lane major 
local standard, can you pull up the… either the GDP or something that shows that Winding Creek Road 
segment and how much of that road are you suggesting, or staff suggesting be upgraded to the urban two-
lane? 
 
Ms. Baker:  Well, typically it would be along the entire frontage of the property, which Winding Creek 
extends from the southern end to the northern end of the property through the entire length.  What you’re 
looking at as far as the upgrade would be wider shoulders… I think I said that already… wider shoulders 
and sidewalk and…  
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Curb and gutter? 
 
Ms. Baker:  Was I missing something there?  But basically widening it out to allow more travel lanes, 
wider travel lanes. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  And how much wider?  I don’t know what it is currently but, in terms of feet? 
 
Ms. Baker:  I’d have to look back at the information submitted and answer that for you. 
 
Mr. Apicella:   Okay, thanks. 
 
Ms. Baker:  If you give me a few minutes, I can do that. 
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Mr. Apicella:  Any questions for staff? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Do we have an estimation of how much something like that costs?  With that 
recommendation, how much? 
 
Ms. Baker:  I’m not certain that there has been any cost estimate done.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  Other questions?  Mr. Coen? 
 
Mr. Coen:  Mr. Apicella brought up the idea of proffering it for recreation and if it wasn’t wanted by the 
County for recreation, then it goes back.  Is it feasible or possible for that to be recreation or for a 
conservation easement?  Because can’t the County own a conservation easement if the… you raised a 
possibility that the HOA may not be able to do that.  Can the County do that? 
 
Ms. Baker:  The County is a qualified easement holder.  The Board would certainly have to determine if 
it’s a property that they would entertain holding an easement on because there are certain requirements 
such as annual monitoring and if trees fall across the road, it’s up to the County to go and do that. 
 
Mr. Coen:  Right. 
 
Ms. Baker:  But there are other entities that could be entertained. 
 
Mr. Coen:  Okay, thank you. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Other questions?  Okay, seeing none, would the applicant come forward? 
 
Ms. Baker:  And just before I leave, there is a diagram in the staff report that shows what the widths of the 
lanes and shoulders may be for the upgrades along Winding Creek Road.  That’s on page 7 of your report. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you. 
 
Ms. Baker:  I didn’t have that on the slides.   
 
Mr. Payne:  Chairman Apicella and other members of the Planning Commission, my name is Charlie 
Payne with the law firm Hirschler Fleischer and we represent the applicant.  Thank you for your time this 
evening.  I haven’t seen you in a bit.  Hope you all had a nice summer.  It’s always a pleasure to be here.  
This project’s not new to you; at least not to most of you.  Mrs. Vanuch was not on the Planning 
Commission when we last presented this to the Planning Commission last July/August of 2015.  Staff has 
given you sort of the history.  From there it went to the Board of Supervisors in September where it was 
denied 4-3, mainly in our interpretation on the connection to Fireberry Boulevard.  The adjoining 
neighbors at Autumn Ridge were very concerned about that and the impacts to their development.  Of 
course, our hands were a little tied because VDOT was requiring us to do it.  After the denial, we went 
kind of back to the drawing board if you will and talked to VDOT about how we could find a solution to 
this, obviously also working with the community; it wasn’t just isolated.  So we were very transparent 
about how that process would play out.  I know I participated in one community meeting; met neighbors 
individually and otherwise to assure them that we’ve resolved that issue, that the connection to Fireberry 
Boulevard is no longer required, which is why the 1.9 acres is not part of the project.  That was the link, if 
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you will, that required the connection.  So just to catch you up to kind of where we are.  In regards to… 
and I appreciate staff’s presentation; they’ve covered a lot of bases and I just want to reiterate a couple of 
points in regards to the application and kind of some reminders of why we structured the proffers the way 
that we did and why they’re presented this way this evening.  As staff had noted, obviously this project 
does bisect two districts, both Rock Hill and Garrisonville.  On the Rock Hill side, there’s about 
approximately 11 acres that’s going to be undeveloped.  I know there’s been some questions about if the 
County doesn’t accept it as park land, could we put a conservation easement on it.  We’re absolutely open 
to that.  One of the challenges to a conservation easement is that the easement holder is willing to accept it 
and to maintain it.  So, if we’re unable to find a holder, whether it’s the County or Virginia Outdoor 
Foundation or some other group, what we’ll do is we’ll encumber it into perpetuity that it can’t be 
developed.  So that will be… that is part of our proffer.  Mr. Apicella had asked that question in following 
through the proffer statement if you go from 5 to 7, you’ll see that there’s a preservation requirement in 
our covenants that we’ll have to provide to assure that.  So, that’s why it doesn’t say conservation 
easement or park.  It’s just we would provide a conservation easement as long as the easement holder 
would accept it.  As staff had noted, the project is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan.  Overall, this 
is a very low density project in comparison to the Comprehensive Plan which encourages 3 units to an 
acre.  This is at 1.58.  We’ve preserved 54% of the property in regards to open space which far exceeds 
the requirements of 30% for cluster developments.  I know in the past this Planning Commission has been 
concerned about what cluster developments should look like.  I think this is a very good model for how 
that should look.  In regards to the other open space, the 1.9 acres which had been concern for the 
connection which is not part of the application, that too will be put into a conservation easement.  But the 
same sort of rule if we can’t find a holder, it will be… there will be a covenant that prohibits any 
development into perpetuity.  In regards to fiscal impacts, the analysis that we had done and continue to 
support is that the project will generate positive revenue.  In the sense of operating revenue it will more 
than pay for itself, both onsite and offsite impacts.  Staff has discussed what the school generation 
numbers will be.  We are proffering over $16,000 a unit; that’s if you apply it across 97 units.  If you just 
took out 20 units, which would be the by-right units, we’re at close to $21,000 a unit, which is very 
consistent with the guidelines from before, from 2015 guidelines.  We discussed… staff had presented 
what our architectural features will look like and it’s very consistent with prior projects that have been 
approved by the County.  It’s high quality to ensure high value which will obviously be very positive 
from a tax revenue perspective.  Just from a transportation perspective, I’d like to kind of walk through 
that process as well.  We are dedicating right-of-way along Winding Creek for future expansion.  The 
staff recommendation regarding the collector road construction, remember, we’re only talking about a 
portion of a segment of that road.  And it would not include the improvements to the north of the site, 
which seem to be the issue with many drivers on Winding Creek which is the big turn that we have 
proffered… I have it here on the computer, computer please.  Just to show you real quickly and you 
should have copies of those diagrams of what it looks like now.  And this is what it looks like now.  And 
Kathy, how do I get to the next one?  Thank you.  And this is what it’ll look like after the improvement.  
So, you’ll see an extensive site line opening here that will clearly allow drivers to see further down the 
road than they are today.  So, again, if we were required to put improvements for the collector road, which 
hasn’t been designed or planned for and it’s not in the County’s 10-year CIP, so we’re not sure when the 
rest would ever be improved.  This to us is a much, is a greater benefit for the community, certainly in the 
near term.  And let’s not forget, we do have 200-foot taper lanes, right-turn lanes into the site, and on both 
the north and the south side.  So it’s just not going to be simply coming off the road; you’ll have the taper 
lanes getting into the area as well.  And again, these improvements have to be made in the beginning, the 
first phase of the development.  So this is not going to be down the road.  We’re proffered to do this up 
front.  The other improvements that are proposed are the… at the intersection of Eustace and 
Northampton Boulevard, which was part of our TIA.  I think it’s important to note that the TIA was not 
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required, but we did do it and we did update it without the connection to Fireberry Boulevard.  There was 
no recommendations for any other changes.  Based on that, the Level of Services along Winding Creek 
will stay A or B which is very good, and will improve the Level of Services at the intersection of Eustace 
and Northampton.  The overall improvements that we’re proposing from a transportation perspective 
would be about $819,000, including the right-of-way dedication.  But most of that is going to be on the 
site line improvements that we’d have to make, again, having to work with third parties.  If we’re unable 
to get approval of those third parties, although we’ve had preliminary discussions, we think they’re very 
positive in that regard, that money reverts to cash.  So, it doesn’t go away.  So there’s still… there’s about 
a million dollars total… actually there’s a total of a million dollars proffer for transportation on this 
project, even though our TIA did not recommend any improvements.  Again, for purposes of schools, it’s 
1.6 million dollars total being proffered, which we just went through those numbers per unit, about 
$17,000 per unit for 97, almost $21,000 per unit for if it was by-right.  There are some Park and Rec cash 
proffers as well, about $150,000; libraries; Fire and Rescue; and general government.  All total in cash 
proffers were about $2.189 million, which comes out about $22,571.73 per unit for 97 units, about 
$28,434.52 per unit for 77 units, which was taking out the by-right number.  Again, that number could 
change.  It could go up, not down, if we’re unable to get an agreement from parties to the north of us.  The 
in-kind proffers come out to about $1.7 million.  So the total all in is about $3.9 million, which is a very 
large proffer package.  I think probably one of the largest ones that the County has had presented to it as 
suggested last time in our last presentation to the County in this regard.  All in basically for in-kind and 
cash comes out to about $40,437.77 for 97 units and about $50,941 for 77 units; which again, backing out 
the 20 by-right units and doing that analysis.  Again, I think some of the (inaudible) key comments I’d 
like to reiterate.  Again, after last September, we kind of went back to the drawing board.  We did reach 
out to the community.  We went back to VDOT, said we’ve got to find a way to resolve this.  We did, and 
we resolved the Fireberry Boulevard connection which was the big issue for many, for the folks who 
came out to speak.  We are dedicating right-of-way for the improvements and providing transportation 
proffers even though our TIA said we didn’t have to.  When I say that I think the proffers will benefit the 
entire community, including this project.  And we have provided proffers, significant proffers for schools 
to address those impacts.  I think some of the highest per unit proffers probably this Planning Commission 
has seen for schools.  With that, I’m happy to answer any questions you  may have and I appreciate your 
time this evening. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you Mr. Payne.  Any questions? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Rhodes? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Mr. Payne, I do have a question but I did want to comment that very appreciative of the 
offsite effort; that certainly has been an issue and a concern for so many in the entire area.  So, something 
to try and attempt to address that curve in the stone that’s in there is certainly a tremendous add to the 
proposal.  So thank you for the consideration from the offsite for the area.  But I did have one small 
question.  The pavilion -- the tot lot and the pavilion, nice added features for the community.  The tot lot 
very obviously and apparently accessible.  The pavilion -- what’s the vision there to get to that pavilion?   
 
Mr. Payne:  I’m sorry, I just want to make sure I don’t forget this.  Let me see if I can… Mark, you want 
to address that?  
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Computer please. 
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Mr. Payne:  Mark King from Bowman Consulting.   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Yeah, but we’ll need the mic just for the vast television audience.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  That’s millions and millions Mr. Rhodes.   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  That’s right.  Competing with the debate numbers.   
 
Mr. King:  I’m Mark King with Bowman Consulting.  What we’d be looking at, Mr. Rhodes, if… Kathy, 
I’m going to blow this machine up because I’m terrible with computers.  Does this work?  Well, 
something was working there a second ago.  There’s an access point… if you go from the top of the page 
down from the first circle, there’s an access point right there.  You just passed it Jeff, one more.  There’s a 
place to be able to get in there. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  So, where he’s at right now, the cursor, is it that one and below it, just a little…? 
 
Mr. King:  Yes, enough to be able to put like a trail, some type of a trail in there for the pavilion for 
people to access it.   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Alright.  Okay, I just saw it out there; I couldn’t figure out how they were getting there.  
Thank you. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Other questions? 
 
Mr. King:  Mr. Rhodes, there’s also an access point… they just took it down off the computer… the two 
cul-de-sacs?  There’s an access point right there as well.   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Hmm.  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Coen, you look like you have a question. 
 
Mr. Coen:  Well, I’m just looking at the nice map we got -- you might as well stay up dude.  So, I’m 
gathering, even though it’s not on the GDP, it’s between maybe lots 68/67 or 67/56 that there would be 
some sort of path that would go by into there? 
 
Mr. King:  Yes, yes sir.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  Other questions?  Mrs. Bailey? 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  Mr. Payne, back to the question that I had about the VEPCO easement disclosure.  Will 
that… can you put verbiage in the HOA documents? 
 
Mr. Payne:  Yes.  Typically, it would be and we can do that; not a problem. 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  Okay, just want to make sure it’s covered.  Thank you. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Yes ma’am, we can do that. 
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Mr. Apicella:  Anyone else?  Okay, seeing no further questions, thank you Mr. Payne. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  I’ll now open the public hearing on these matters, items 1 and 2, Winding Creek 
Reclassification and CUP.  This is an opportunity for the public to comment.  Please direct your 
comments to the Planning Commission as a whole, not to any specific member.  You have up to 3 
minutes to speak.  When you come forward, please state your name and address.  The yellow light 
indicates you have 1 minute left.  The red light means you need to quickly wrap up your comments.  So, if 
anyone would like to come forward and speak, please do so.  Okay, seeing no one coming… 
 
Mr. Coen:  Oh, she’s waving now. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay.  I missed the wave.   
 
Ms. Sykes:  Good evening, my name is Stacey Sykes.  I live in Autumn Ridge.  And I still have concerns 
about this development.  I was here last year when you guys were first presented it.  My kids go to 
Winding Creek School, and even though they are proposing only so many kids to be there, that’s going to 
be 4-bedroom houses.  And I can’t see that there would be just one child per house.  So my kids are 
crammed in with over 25 kids in each classroom.  And if you talk to the Winding Creek staff, they’re 
overwhelmed.  So my concern is even though they have done a great job of redesigning and they’ve heard 
our pleas, I still have concerns about the capacity for our schools to be able to handle the volume of kids 
that are coming with all the other new developments that are in our area zoned for Winding Creek School.  
The other thing I’d ask you to look at is I’d ask you to drive Winding Creek Road.  Because even though 
they’re going to go ahead and blow that rock off, and I applaud them for doing that and I also recognize 
that they’ve worked hard to have that accomplished, I still think that has a deadly turn.  And even though 
you can see the cars coming, that turn whips around and then it’s icy, it is icy.  And I drive that road every 
single day.  So I challenge you to go drive it.  The other thing I’d ask you to go do is look at it tomorrow, 
because it often floods and they put signs up it’s flooded.  So, although I know they’ve made some great 
changes and tried to accommodate our concerns, I still think that this project still… I have some great 
reservations about it.  And I ask you to just kind of drive that road, think about our schools, think about 
our kids in that school, because it does impact my kids and all the kids in our community.  Thank you. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you.  Anyone else?  Okay, I’ll close the public comment portion on these matters.  
Mr. Payne, do you have anything else to add?   
 
Mr. Payne:  Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to just make another comment.  We appreciate 
obviously our neighbors’ concerns and appreciate their comments.  And we’ve endeavored I think for an 
extensive period of time to address all those issues, including transportation and schools.  If you look at 
our proffers, they’re very high.  And the high end I think for applicants that you’ve had before you in the 
past, and likely into the future.  The transportation improvements I think will have a significant benefit to 
drivers along Winding Creek.  If you look at the stretch of our site, that stretch is fairly straight without a 
curve, without a lot of turning, and we do have tapers.  So we don’t want folks to think that we’re just 
going to be diving into the site.  So there will be 200-foot tapers to our entrance and a right-turn lane to 
the south and likewise to the north.  So anyways, I just wanted to add that that we have addressed those 
concerns, at least to the extent the best we can.  Not everything’s a perfect fix, but I think we’ve come a 
very long way to address many of those issues.  I’m happy to answer any questions you may have. 
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Mr. Apicella:  Any further questions?  Okay, thank you.  Oh, Mr. Coen? 
 
Mr. Coen:  I just remember when it was here before we went around and around and around a cul-de-sac, 
or a roundabout with the whole Fireberry.  And it, I mean, it seemed as though it was adamant; we had to 
do it, VDOT was forcing us.  I mean, it was adamant.  And so I’m sort of surprised that now it’s like 
VDOT’s like, yeah, okay, don’t need it.  So I just want to make sure, so people understand, you know, 
why it sort of dropped and is it never ever, ever going to be you know brought back in a TRC where the 
public isn’t going to be able to have an input. 
 
Mr. Payne:  I think it’s a really good question and fair question.  If I can have the computer and, since I 
can’t move anything around, Mr. Harvey, if you could show the general area where that connection would 
be on Fireberry Boulevard.  It’s to the east of the site.  You see there’s a strip of land, about 1.9 acres… 
excuse me, I’m losing my voice a little bit… but it’s about 1.9 acres that was part of the prior application.  
This triggered the connection.  You see Fireberry Boulevard here.  You’ll see how we’ve T’d the houses 
there.  And on top of the fact that we can’t include those in our proffer statement because it would be part 
of the application, but the plan is to put that 1.9 acres in a conservation easement because we will only 
control it.  But we’ve T’d it there so there’s no way to connect into the future.  So we’d actually have to 
come back to you to get a proffer amendment to allow us to connect, and to also to redevelop that 1.9 
acres as well.  So, I think we’ve got layers and layers and layers of assurances here that that’s not going to 
happen.  And believe me, we don’t want to go back there.  I think we’ve addressed that issue.  Thank you. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you Mr. Payne. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Thank you; I appreciate it. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, I’ll bring this matter back to the Commission.  Mr. Rhodes? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Mr. Chairman, I did have one question for staff just to confirm. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  With the 1.9 out so that it wasn’t abutting the subdivision any longer, where would the 
notifications for public hearing… where did they end up going to?  Did they still go to the HOA and to 
the other…? 
 
Ms. Baker:  Let me look back in our application.  It would be any property that’s immediately abutting the 
boundary line. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Yeah, now that we dropped that one, I’m just trying to recall what is now abutting since we 
dropped that one parcel that was the impact to the inter-parcel connector. 
 
Ms. Baker:  I’ll have to look it up for you and see. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Thank you. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Coen? 
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Mr. Coen:  And then I’m just curious.  We had a good number of people come out to speak.  Did we reach 
out to them?  Because I remember there was the Fireberry, but there also were a number of people who 
just were talking about the traffic on Winding Creek, as the nice lady tonight was talking about.  So, did 
we reach out to them to say hey, by the way, this is coming back up again just to let you know? 
 
Ms. Baker:  No, other than posting the signs on the property.  We had 3 signs posted along the right-of-
way frontages and the notifications and the advertisement in the newspaper. 
 
Mr. Coen:  Okay. 
 
Ms. Baker:  I understand they had a public information meeting, the applicant did back in April.  
 
Mr. Coen:  Okay. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Do you want to come forward?  Did you get any comments at that, or can you summarize 
the comments that you got?   
 
Mr. Payne:  Again, Mr. Chairman, Charlie Payne with the law firm Hirschler Fleischer; I represent the 
applicant.  We did have the public information meeting back in April.  It included many of the residents 
who were at obviously the last public hearings.  The main issues that were discussed were obviously the 
Fireberry Boulevard connection; those were the main issues that were discussed.  You know, schools 
were a question as well.  We were at Winding Creek Elementary so there were some school questions.  
But typically that was the main issue. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, thank you. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Thank you. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, again, bringing this back to the Commission.  Mrs. Vanuch, Mr. Rhodes, it’s in your 
districts.  How would you like to proceed?   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  So, I’m not sure that this is really a question, but I just read recently, a couple days ago, an 
article in the Free Lance-Star of the overcrowding at Colonial Forge.  And, you know, as I’m looking at 
the numbers of the school students, even as the woman pointed out, I think I would like some time to kind 
of meet with staff and discuss the school numbers and how we came up with the 1.3 per household.  I 
agree that 4 bedrooms is probably not realistic to account for 1. -- I don’t know how you have a .3 child, 
maybe a niece or a nephew -- to account for 1.3 students per house.  I think the new development numbers 
of around 130 students is probably more realistic.  And when you look at the numbers just at Colonial 
Forge alone, I think they’re over capacity by 153 is the current numbers.  So, that’s very concerning.  And 
when I look at that and then I add it onto the new proffer legislation, and I think okay, if this 
neighborhood or this development is approved, it sits here for two or three years and then we do end up 
having open seats or no burden on transportation because it’s not been developed yet but it’s in queue to 
be developed.  How will that impact the additional developments coming forward to the Commission 
where those… the residents that aren’t there yet are occupying… are not occupying the seats in the 
schools and transportation and public safety?  So, I personally would like some time to kind of research 
that and really make it a much better advised decision before just accepting these numbers and moving 
forward.   
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Mr. Apicella:  So, was that a motion to defer, Mrs. Vanuch, with some commentary associated with it? 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Yeah, with a lot of commentary.  I think that would be my motion, but I also want to give 
Commissioner Rhodes an opportunity to comment to. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Well, you made a motion, I think… 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Second. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Is there a second?   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Second. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay.  Motion to defer, it’s been seconded.  Do you have anything else to add Mrs. 
Vanuch? 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  That’s it. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Rhodes? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  I would just submit that, I mean, we’ve got a very comprehensive package, and thank you, 
but boy was it comprehensive.  And so I don’t know that I went through every single part of it, because 
I’m still downloading some of it I think.  But it was a very good package.  So, waiting till the next 
meeting I think is good just to make sure we’re understanding the implications and the other elements of 
we’ve always wrestled with some of the student numbers.  And I think it’s good to know on the capacity 
on Winding Creek on others, so I support the effort to make sure we’re comfortable on those pieces.  I 
will submit that I think they did a fairly good job; there’s never a perfect package, but they did a fairly 
good job of building on the strengths, the positive parts of the last application and addressed… working to 
address further.  I am exceptionally pleased by the couple of offsite improvements, so leveraging those, 
particularly there on the Winding Creek corner.  I mean, that has been something that has been a concern 
of people; I go by that road every day as well.  I mean, that’s just one of the most horrible features 
sticking out on that road anywhere.  And it is a heavily used road; it’s not like it’s on the way back corner 
road, it’s a heavily used road.  So, something to actually get that done and addressed is a tremendous plus, 
and so I appreciate the consideration of that in this package.  And that, I recall, was a lot of the 
commentary last time and then the other was the inter-parcel connector.  And with the reconfiguration, 
removing the small rectangular lot from the application, I mean, it precludes that one in the process as 
well.  So I think it’s certainly gone a lot further.  And we’re not having ones that are going to be bringing 
money in on proffers much anymore.  So, those are all pluses, but I think it’s worth just taking a little time 
to make sure we’re comfortable, we’ve not left anything on the table.  Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you Mr. Rhodes.  Any other comments on the motion to defer items 1 and 2? 
 
Mr. Coen:  If I may sir. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Coen? 
 
Mr. Coen:  If staff could also contact the Sheriff’s office for information and statistics on accidents and 
etcetera on that, particularly that swath of road, that might be helpful.  While I appreciate that there was a 
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public meeting in April, that was a long time ago.  I mean, that was two conventions, one debate, and 
several primaries ago.  So I think it would be nice if we would reach out to the people who spoke at our 
meeting and at the Supervisors’ meeting and let’s let them know that this was coming back up again.  If 
it’s just a matter of postage, I’m sure, you know, some of us could help or I would help with that aspect.  I 
also… it might be useful to reach out to the school system; ask the Chair of the School Board their feeling 
about this as far as since they’re closer to the impact of these bodies.  I’m really interested, as Mr. 
Apicella pointed out, about the real student generation, the numbers, because that sort of is a difference 
and that’s a significant difference.  And I think if the methodology of the County went to develop that 
number as the one they felt more comfortable with, I think that may be a better one to look at it.  And so 
I’m not sure whether that just one meeting is good.  I don’t know if the people who made the motion want 
to go to the second meeting, you know, two meetings from now rather than the next meeting.  And then 
also maybe talk to Parks and see if they’re actually interested in that land.  That might give the applicant 
some idea of whether or not which road to go on or which path to go on to how to deal with that parcel of 
land, if Parks is pretty clear they don’t think so.  If memory serves me from our sort of meeting with 
VDOT, they’re stopping their widening which includes sidewalks at Winding Creek.  So therefore 
anybody farther than that would not be able to use that park because there’s no sidewalk unless you’re 
going to have them walking on Courthouse Road to try to get there. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Well, they’re not doing an improvement all the way up Winding Creek either. 
 
Mr. Coen:  That’s right, yeah.  So, it just would… maybe it just isn’t a feasible thing to put a park in that 
parcel, and it would be good to know that sort of ahead of time.  So, those are sort of my concerns about 
that.  And just as an aside, it’s interesting, if we use the by-right, that’s only 20 homes, period.  So it’s 
always weird to say well, it’s going to be 97 but we’ll take out 20 for whatever.  If we didn’t do 97, it only 
would be 20.  So, I always just find that an interesting dichotomy there.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you Mr. Coen.  Will you accept it as a friendly amendment to postpone this or defer 
it until the second meeting in October, Mrs. Vanuch?  
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  I’m good with that. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Rhodes? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  I guess so.  I would just share that Ms. McClendon was able to find that they did notify for 
the public hearing all the surrounding HOA associations, so Park Ridge, Berkshire, and the others.  So 
they were contacted.  I thought I recalled from the last time that Parks was asked about this and they 
weren’t really interested in that little sliver of land for a park that it’s not really usable for that purpose 
and function.  And I think all the packets from the public hearing do go to the schools, so they do have the 
opportunity to look at these, but double-checking on numbers is fine.  I just don’t know that it’ll take that 
long but, if that’s what we need to do, that’s fine too. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, I would just also ask that in the language regarding the transfer of the property to the 
HOA, in the absence of the County wanting that parcel, if we could somehow… if you could somehow 
strengthen the language to make it clear that there will be no development or sale of that property, and/or 
to allow it to be put under a conservation easement.  Again, I don’t know what the right language would 
be, but I just kind of threw it out there.  So, there’s a motion to defer until the second meeting in October, 
which I believe is the 26th, please cast your votes.  Okay, the motion carries… I’m trying to count my 
numbers here… 6 with 1 abstention (Mr. English abstained).  Okay, thank you.   
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3. RC16151333; Reclassification - Winding Creek - A proposed reclassification from the A-1, 
Agricultural Zoning District to the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning District, to allow for  a 
greater density, single-family detached dwelling unit subdivision, of up to 97 units, to be 
developed on Tax Map Parcel No. 29-4.  The property consists of 61.23 acres; is located at the 
intersection of Winding Creek Road and Embrey Mill Road, within the Garrisonville and Rock 
Hill Election Districts; and is concurrently under consideration for a conditional use permit to 
allow a greater density cluster subdivision in the R-1 Zoning District.  (Time Limit:  January 6, 
2017) (History:  Deferred on September 28, 2016 to October 26, 2016) 

 
4. CUP16151334; Conditional Use Permit - Winding Creek - A request for a Conditional Use Permit 

(CUP) to allow a cluster subdivision of up to 2.25 dwelling units per acre on Tax Map Parcel No. 
29-4, which is concurrently under consideration for a reclassification from the A-1, Agricultural 
Zoning District to the R-1, Suburban Residential Zoning District.  The property consists of 61.23 
acres, located at the intersection of Winding Creek Road and Embrey Mill Road, within the 
Garrisonville and Rock Hill Election Districts.  (Time Limit:  January 6, 2017) (History:  
Deferred on September 28, 2016 to October 26, 2016) 

 
Ms. Baker:  And I will note I will be discussing item 3 and 4 together, which is the reclassification as well 
as the conditional use permit.  So, these applications for Winding Creek went to public hearing on 
September the 28th.  And just to recap, the request is to reclassify the property from A-1, Agricultural to 
R-1, Suburban Residential, and the conditional use permit is for a cluster subdivision with an increased 
density.  This is just an overview of the property again, with Winding Creek Road generally through 
the… bisecting the parcels and Embrey Mill to the bottom of your screen.  And this was the proposed 
Generalized Development Plan for 97 single-family lots with two entrances on Winding Creek Road.  To 
the top of the screen you see approximately 11-acre parcel that would be dedicated for open space.  At 
your public hearing, there were several issues raised by the Commission that staff went back to provide 
information for.  And that included providing further information on potential school impacts, and I’ll get 
into a little bit more specifics on the next couple of slides.  Also, the request to obtain accident reports 
from the Sheriff’s Office on Winding Creek Road, specifically focusing on the area of the… in front of 
the proposed site.  But we also obtained the information for the entire length of Winding Creek Road, 
knowing that that was some information that the public spoke about.  We were also requested to show a 
comparison of the Comprehensive Plan typical section of what would be required for upgrades to 
Winding Creek Road versus your existing road.  Also, to provide more information for the proposed park 
site or open space area, and then to reach out to speakers for the prior application.  With regard to that, I 
will note that we went back to the 2014 and ‘15 public hearings we found the speakers that spoke at those 
meetings and we did send out notification letters I’m going to say last week -- I don’t remember the exact 
date -- just to let them know of the meeting tonight, that the public hearing was held, and provided them 
where they could find more information on the application.  So, with regard to some of the school 
information, you did request that we provide the current enrollment of the three schools impacted by this 
proposal, which is Winding Creek Elementary School, Rodney Thompson Middle School, and Colonial 
Forge High School.  At your last meeting we showed the projected forecast and then we reached out to the 
schools to see if they had updated numbers based on actual enrollment.  So you see the comparison 
specifically in this column.  And this column the enrollment, actual enrollment for Winding Creek is 
actually a little bit lower than initially anticipated in being forecast.  Rodney Thompson was higher, as 
well as Colonial Forge.  So in the fourth column you’ll see the percent capacity of each of those schools, 
and then available seats left.  And this information was in your report. 
 
Mr. Coen:  Mr. Chairman? 
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Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Coen? 
 
Mr. Coen:  I’m just curious, Ms. Baker.  Have we received, and I think I mentioned it to Mr. Harvey in 
my email, have we received up-to-date numbers?  I mean, these are the projections.  Have we… I know 
that the school system, and Mr. Apicella served on the same committee I did at one time where they had 
up-to-date numbers of actual enrollment.  Did we get any current numbers? 
 
Ms. Baker:  This third column shows current as of two weeks ago.   
 
Mr. Coen:  Okay. 
 
Ms. Baker:  We didn’t update it today, but that was what the school provided after the actual enrollment at 
the beginning of the school year.  The forecast numbers were from I want to say July.  The Commission 
had also asked to compare the countywide average of student generation rate versus the new 
neighborhood average.  And just for some background on that, staff right now uses the countywide 
average of .66 for single-family.  The new neighborhood average is the average of .96 which was 
discussed back in 2015 with regard to updating proffer guidelines.  That number has never been officially 
adopted; it’s not a policy that we use, so we still do go with the .66 rate which is the countywide average.  
But we did, however, provide the comparisons for that which you can see on this chart; the total student 
generation of 64, which breaks out across the three different levels of school, and then compared to the 
new neighborhood average of 93 students, broken out by school level.  You had also asked us to project 
out how many students per year, based on this application, and based on information provided by the 
applicant that said that they would likely be built out between 5 and 8 years.  We kind of took that 
timeframe and estimated from 2020 through 2024 what your total student generation rate by year, by 
school is.  And you can see on these two charts, again the countywide average at the top and the new 
neighborhood average at the bottom.  And these charts were also included in your reports.  One more note 
on the schools -- you did ask us to reach out to Holly Hazard, the Chairman of the School Board.  We did 
send a letter to her… or excuse me, an email.  She did respond to us that she nor the School Board was 
actually taking a formal action or recommendation on this report, but leaving it to the school staff if they 
had any additional comments.  You’d also asked us to reach out, as I said, for the accident report.  And 
keeping specific to the section of Winding Creek Road on this slide, between Embrey Mill Road and the 
Flatford Road intersection, there was a total of 28 accidents over a 6-year period going back to 2010.  
This includes 13 accidents at the intersection of Winding Creek Road and Flatford Road/Walpole Street, 
which is a four-way intersection.  There were 12 over the 6-year period at the intersection of Winding 
Creek and Embrey Mill Road.  And 3 actually between Flatford Road/Walpole Street and Embrey Mill 
Road, which does include the frontage of this property.  The full accident report over those 6 years for the 
entire length of Winding Creek Road was submitted in your report.  With regard to the Comprehensive 
Plan street section, this does show the urban 2-lane major local standard of having a 60-foot right-of-way, 
which the applicant is dedicating right-of-way for this project.  The proposal would be to have two 11-
foot travel lanes with 6-foot shoulders.  The alternative, if you were providing sidewalk, would be to have 
a 5-foot shoulder with a 4-foot buffer area and a 5-foot sidewalk.  As that compares to what’s existing out 
there, you basically have two existing 11-foot travel lanes with 22 feet of pavement width total, you have 
no paved shoulders, and there’s no sidewalks.  So, that’s how it compares.  And then with regard to the 
open space site which is the area I’ve zoomed in on here at the top of the screen, we did reach out to the 
Parks and Rec staff.  I didn’t note in the previous report that we had reached out for the prior application 
and indicated under the former Parks and Rec Director that they would not likely accept this site as a 
County park site.  And the maintenance would be difficult if it were just left in open space because it’s 
treed.  They would have to take into consideration if trees fell on the road or onto neighboring properties, 
how to maintain that.  So, at the time, they indicated there wasn’t a need or desire to own the property or 
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take it on as a County school… park site.  Not a school site, a park site.  We did reach out to the current 
acting Director of Parks and Rec and he basically concurred with that assessment.  You’d also asked 
about any additional access that could be provided and that would be up to whoever might take ownership 
in the long run of this property, or if it remains with the Homeowner’s Association whether additional 
infrastructure such as a separate parking area could be provided on the west side of the road.  Sorry, one 
thing I did not mention on this was the proffer that the applicant has revised indicating how would be… 
they’ve strengthened the language to ensure that it would be retained as open space.  And the potential for 
a conservation easement would be considered.  So just to recap, that staff is recommending approval of 
both the reclassification and the conditional use permit.  We do still recommend that the applicant 
consider the urban 2-lane major local standard upgrade to Winding Creek Road in the vicinity in front of 
the site.  I’ll be happy to answer any questions.  I have additional graphics or anything that you need 
(inaudible). 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Questions for staff?  Mrs. Vanuch?   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  (Inaudible - microphone not on).  Notification process; I got a couple of inquiries in my 
district that they were not notified.   
 
Mr. Harvey:  Yes ma’am.  The adjacent property owners, including those across the street, would be 
notified.  That’s what the Ordinance requires.  So that’s who we sent the notice to.  That included open 
space parcels for both those neighborhoods, so the HOAs were notified.   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Okay.  And do we send it by certified mail?  What is our current requirement for the 
County?  Do we send it by certified mail (inaudible - microphone not on)?   
Mr. Harvey:  We send them by certified, yes. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Yes.  Do we have a copy of the certified letter that was signed (inaudible) HOA? 
 
Ms. Baker:  We don’t necessarily receive a letter from them. 
 
Mr. Harvey:  Yes.  We send them certified but not return receipt certified. 
 
Ms. Baker:  Correct. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  So, in the future, is there anything you can do (inaudible - microphone not on) just to 
ensure that the HOAs are receiving them and can verify that they have received them?  Because in spite of 
this (inaudible - microphone not on) residents came forward and said that their HOA had not been notified 
in that time.  So, again, we can’t control what happens with the HOA and how they fill their notification 
processes.  However, I believe we should be able to prove that they did in fact receive a copy of the 
notification so that we can share that with residents so that they… that the County can have that proof.  
And I just have a really hard time without having that proof when a resident comes to me and says that 
they… their neighborhood is saying that they didn’t reply, that there are several neighbors who want to be 
able to reach out but they didn’t find out about it until after the public hearing was already (inaudible - 
microphone not on) at the very beginning of this particular meeting on Winding Creek because (inaudible 
- microphone not on) didn’t have the opportunity to speak to the Commission.  So, (inaudible - 
microphone not on) other things that we can do for that because I feel like it’s not (inaudible - microphone 
not on) ample time to (inaudible - microphone not on).   
 
Ms. Baker:  I’m going to just have to take time to look at the Ordinance and what’s… 
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Mr. Harvey:  Yes, it adds additional cost to the notification process.  But the code does not require 
verification that the person sign for it, because often times with certified receipts, people won’t sign for 
them because they’re concerned it’s some collection agency or whatever.   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  (Inaudible - microphone not on). 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Actually, if they’re not home, it doesn’t… you know. 
 
Mr. English:  I think what if we just sent it and maybe I’m not hearing you right, but could we just send it 
directly to the HOA President and then it’d be up to them to get the information out, for the certified part 
of it, for the signed, that way you would only do one certified and return receipt… 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Yeah, just to the HOA (inaudible). 
 
Mr. English:  … just to the HOA President of each organization, that way you’re not sending a thousand 
of these out. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Or the management company or something.  Or putting the sign out by the neighborhood 
or something because this is kind of common themed where the HOAs don’t notify the residents.  You 
know, we can argue all day long that that’s the HOAs fault (inaudible - microphone not on), but I feel that 
(inaudible - microphone not on) our residents that what we’re doing isn’t working.  We need to do 
something maybe a little bit differently.  So, I would even encourage us to put a sign out (inaudible - 
microphone not on) hearing (inaudible - microphone not on).  Just say hey, there’s a public hearing on the 
neighborhood (inaudible - microphone not on). 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  You need a permit for that. 
 
Ms. Baker:  We post signs on the property frontage. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  But if it’s not something (inaudible - microphone not on).  Like I know with my house, it’s 
in the backside of the neighborhood.  I would never drive down that road and so I would never see the 
sign; but I drive up and down 610 all the time.  (Inaudible - microphone not on), I think in the future we 
should look at that. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mrs. Vanuch and other members of the Commission, Mr. Rhodes will remember this.  
There was a point in time when we talked about setting up a subcommittee to look at noticed 
requirements.  It never really went anywhere.  That’s probably something we could revisit.  Probably now 
is not the best time to do it, but that might be something we want to talk about at a future meeting.  So, is 
that okay? 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  That is fine.  So that is the one thing that I just wanted to mention.  And I don’t want to 
derail this conversation today; I know we probably have a lot of other questions, but I feel very strongly 
because there are several residents in my district who feel they did not have the opportunity to come and 
speak.  And I spoke to Mr. Harvey about possibly creating a new public hearing process for this particular 
development and there is a path forward.  We could re-advertise, we can rehear this and have a public 
hearing a vote on it at the very beginning of December.  That is a possibility.  And, you know, I’m not 
going to make a motion yet because I want everybody to be able to ask their questions on this particular 
issue, but I feel very strongly about we should be able to re-notify the residents, especially the people who 
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spoke at the previous meetings because we didn’t do that until after we had the public hearing… oh sorry 
(turned microphone on) so none of those people could talk.  Don’t make me repeat everything I just said. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Start from the first word. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  I have no idea what I just said.  So anyway, I’m just going to throw those comments out 
there.  I want everybody to be able to ask their questions before I move forward.  
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, other questions?   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Mr. Chairman? 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Rhodes? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  If I could, Ms. Baker, so on the accident reports, the 143 accidents were from the beginning 
of 2010 through October 2016? 
 
Ms. Baker:  That’s correct. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  So, almost 7 years.  And only three of those were, over those 7 years, were on the segment 
that has that corner that’s always been of concern, right?  I just want to make sure I understood that right.   
 
Ms. Baker:  Let me find my information.   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  That wasn’t just for the latest year; that was for the entire 7 years?   
Ms. Baker:  Over the entire 7 years… 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  You had one subset then you had another subset that talked about 28, we’re on the segment 
between Embrey Mill and… 
 
Ms. Baker:  Correct, that was between the two intersections.  And I can go to the screen… 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Okay.  But that’s for the entire 7 years, not in a subset of. 
 
Ms. Baker:  Correct. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Okay.  And the 25 were at the two intersections and three were between. 
 
Ms. Baker:  In between the two intersections, yes.   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Okay.  I just wanted to make sure I was understanding that correctly.  Thank you.  Thank 
you Mr. Chairman. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, any other questions for staff?  Okay, seeing none, would the applicant like to come 
forward?   
 
Mr. Payne:  Mr. Chairman and other members of the Planning Commission, my name is Charlie Payne 
with the law firm Hirschler Fleischer and we represent the applicant.  It’s always a pleasure to be here 
before you and appreciate your time, appreciate staff’s time.  I know it’s had a lot of information that was 
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put together for your presentation this evening, and we’ve also been going through; so it’s been quite a bit 
of information to respond to so we want to do that as quickly as we can.  I’ve got Mark King from 
Bowman Consulting here, as well as our engineer on the project to address any questions you may have.  
I’m going to reiterate and sort of clarify a little bit of the crash data that was presented.  I think Mr. 
Rhodes correctly identified the fact that it’s fairly modest crash activity between the two intersections, 
most of it occurring at the intersections, whether all four-way stop signs and other traffic modes of 
control.  And just on the traffic component, I think it’s first important to just remind the Planning 
Commission that a Traffic Impact Analysis was performed in 2014.  It was updated in 2016 and obviously 
approved by staff and also by VDOT, for purposes of the scoping.  For purposes of that Traffic Impact 
Analysis, there were no recommendations for offsite improvements.  Despite that recommendation, the 
application does provide in its proffers offsite improvements, including improving the site line north of 
the site where there is the curve that many have complained about in public hearings that would improve 
the site line.  You’ve seen the before and after versions of that.  We’ve also obviously proffered turn lanes 
and tapers into the site, both along Winding Creek.  We’ve also proffered to improve the right-turn lane at 
Eustace and Northampton.  And just for examples of all of that, including with or without our 
improvements, the Level of Services don’t change with our project.  They stay A or B along Winding 
Creek, which is very good.  And the fact that we don’t degrade the Level of Service is consistent with 
your Comprehensive Plan.  In fact, at Eustace and Northampton, we improve that intersection from E to C 
even though we only contribute about 1% of the traffic there based on our traffic study.  So, for folks to 
take the position or have the perception that somehow this project is going to cause more problems along 
Winding Creek is just simply inconsistent with the facts and the data.  And, in fact, we went beyond the 
facts and data and saying we’re not going to provide any improvements, we went ahead and provided 
about a million dollars’ worth of improvements which we believe will not only benefit our project but 
also all of those traveling along Winding Creek.  It’s also important to know for purposes of the traffic 
component here that we’ve done the analysis for traffic accidents.  The County does not have this in their 
10-year plan for improvements and certainly not in the VDOT 6-year plan.  So, even for purposes of the 
County, this is not per se a priority for improvements.  Suggesting that we should improve our segment of 
Winding Creek to a 2-lane collective road with sidewalks, etcetera, when the County hasn’t designed or 
funded the entire project, and doesn’t appear it’s going to do so anytime soon, just doesn’t make a lot of 
sense.  What seems to make more sense is to address the issue that is more concerning to the community, 
and that is the site line issue north of Winding… north of our site by about 6 or 800 feet, which we think 
will vastly improve traffic activity on that corridor.  In regards to the school data, we always appreciate 
additional analysis.  We also appreciate comments from the public in regards to concerns about over-
capacity issues, in regards to concerns about where kids are going to school, attendance zones, etcetera.  I 
think it’s important to note that this is a fairly modest project.  It is an infill project that’s consistent with 
your Comprehensive Plan.  This Planning Commission just diligently went through that exercise to amend 
the Comprehensive Plan, and for that purposes, identified and continue to identify this site as a Suburban 
district site.  It’s an infill project.  We’re surrounded by very similar uses; 300-plus units at Autumn 
Ridge, close to 80 units at Berkshire, etcetera.  We are developing or planning to develop or propose 
developing 97.  Given the current market, we think that build-out of that project will be 5 to 8 years at 
best.  If you just take a look at a very similar project which is at Shelton Woods, which was approved in 
2012 if my memory serves me, construction started about 2013; they’ve only got 20 homes in there today.  
It’s a very similar home that’s going to be constructed at this site.  High end, 495/525 and up type of 
development.  So, those homes do sell slower but they also provide a greater asset, a greater punch if you 
will for the tax base.  As you know, and if you read from our analysis, they provide adequate tax base not 
only for the cost of operations from each unit, but they also have a surplus which benefits the entire 
community and helps subsidize some of the losses that we have on a per capita basis for operating costs in 
our County.  In addition to that, folks who live there have disposable incomes.  So they’re going to attract 
more commercial enterprises, they’re going to attract retail, restaurants, etcetera, which is a priority from 
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economic development perspective for our County.  In addition to that, they’re paying their share for 
potential impacts, even though I believe the analysis is fairly modest which was not only presented by us 
but also confirmed by staff.  In that, we’re paying $17,000 a unit for schools over 1.6 million in addition 
to our other cash proffers.  It’s likely one of the highest cash proffers per unit for schools that’s been 
before the Board.  So I think that is something that we’re very proud of and something I think addresses 
the concerns of the community.  In regards to capacity issues at schools, it’s not the developer’s job to 
decide what school should be redistrict, when schools should be built.  It’s our job to address the analysis 
in regards to what the impact may be based on your guidelines and to provide and make a proffer, if you 
will, of how we think we can best address it.  The public policy regarding redistricting is again beyond 
our pay scale, something we have little control over, and something that in my opinion should not be part 
of this application, respectfully.  So, with that, I will move onto the next point.  And parks, as you may 
recall, obviously the 11-acre site that is west of Winding Creek, part of this application, is proposed to be 
undeveloped.  That was a desire of the leadership at the time when we moved forward with this 
application initially, it was the desire of the adjoining property owners and Berkshire and others, and what 
we were encouraged to do was leave it open for either active recreational space or passive, which we have 
done in our proffer statement.  I noticed a comment from the Recreation Department.  They were not 
interested in accepting it; for one reason, it’s tough for them to maintain it and they’ve got to construct it 
and pay to do that.  It’s a resource issue, which we understand.  The fact that there’s a utility easement 
across there should not be an issue to deter or prohibit the use for recreational uses all the time.  Those 
utilities were relocated and affects only about two-plus acres of the site; of course, that’s close to 11 acres.  
We have, as an option, agreed if the County did not want to accept it for recreational purposes we would 
preserve it in perpetuity be undeveloped.  I think fulfills the goals of the kind of leadership again that we 
were working with in the past, this Planning Commission, and also with the adjoining neighbors.  In 
regards to notice, I do take exception if there is a desire to have another public hearing on this.  I think 
that’s inappropriate and unfair.  This project has been before this Planning Commission more than just 
this time, and the public hearing process was quite extensive before.  Not only were there public meetings 
prior to the application… I’m sorry, prior to the public hearing last year, after the first public hearing I 
recall that Mr. Gibbons asked that the public hearing remain open so that we can meet with folks at 
Berkshire and in his district; which we did at Hampton Oaks.  I believe Mr. Rhodes was there, I know Mr. 
Gibbons was there, my clients were there, as well as staff.  Thereafter, obviously there were several public 
hearings.  The main issue at those public hearings, as many of you recall, were the residents at Autumn 
Ridge who were concerned about Fireberry connection.  Basically, in our opinion the project was turned 
down for that reason.  We went back to the drawing board, we desired to appease and address the issues 
of the community, fought very hard thereafter, had several community meetings with folks, including this 
past April.  I know that I met with residents personally on Sunday afternoons to talk to them about their 
concerns to address this issue.  And, in all fairness, there was one person who came and spoke out against 
the project at the last public hearing, and her concern was schools.  And she, in fact, I thin commended us 
for the efforts that we had undertaken in regards to the Fireberry Boulevard connection and listening to 
the neighborhood.  In regards to notice for purposes of the first public hearing, it was my understanding 
that the County did go above and beyond its current ordinance and policy and notified not only adjacent 
property owners, but also persons who spoke last year at the public hearings against or for the project.  
They were all notified is my understanding.  Staff can correct me if I’m wrong but that’s my 
understanding.  
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Can I interject?  Mr. Harvey, were they notified prior to the public hearing? 
 
Mr. Harvey:  Mrs. Vanuch, no they were not.  They were notified of this meeting tonight. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Okay. 
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Mr. Harvey:  The additional notification was. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Prior to the first public hearing, it was my understanding that the County sent notices to all 
the residences in Autumn Ridge.  Is that not correct? 
 
Mr. Harvey:  No sir. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Okay.  I’m sorry.  Just the HOA.  Sorry.  We also, prior to the public hearing -- and I 
apologize if I provided misinformation; I was informed that we did notify them.  It’s not our 
responsibility, by the way.  Prior to the public hearing last September 28th, the President of Berkshire’s 
HOA was here, Philip Canoyer.  And he was here because I asked him to come because we had a 
discussion about the hearing going forward.  In fact, we were in discussions with him last year, met with 
him last year in regards to the improvements at Winding Creek, north of our site as we had discussed 
earlier.  So, this has been a very extensive public process.  I think a very transparent one and one that we 
have reached out to the community extensively.  So, to… no disrespect, but to suggest that we have not 
undertaken all efforts to try to accomplish that goal I think is unfair.  In addition to that, there’s going to 
be another public hearing process going forward at the Board of Supervisors which folks can come to and 
speak.  And we’re more than welcome to meet again with the Berkshire HOA to discuss the project, or 
any other HOA for that matter.  So, with that I’m happy to answer any questions you may have.  But I just 
wanted to make sure that we got that information out and filled some gaps and some questions that may 
be out there.  Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Questions for the applicant?  Could you just refresh our memory -- give us the highlights of 
what’s changed between the version that was approved by the Planning Commission, what, a year or two 
ago?  Versus the version that’s in front of us today. 
 
Mr. Payne:  The only major change that has occurred is the fact that we have removed… well, the 1.2-
plus acres is not part of the rezoning application which required the connection to Fireberry Boulevard.  
That is the major change. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you. 
 
Mr. Payne:  And the most recent change is in regards to preserving the open space that you have 
requested. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Right, thank you.  Other questions?  Mrs. Vanuch? 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  I have a couple questions.  So, help me understand the site line improvement from… on 
Winding Creek Road.  How… what changes are you exactly going to make in order to improve the site 
line to you said 6 to 800 feet, if I’m correct?   
 
Mr. Payne:  The site is 800… 6 to 800 feet from us.  So, what we’ll be doing is improving the site line to 
the curve where the curve is.  So you’ll be able to see through the curve versus the wooded area blocking 
that turn.  Do we have the slide?  We have a before and after slide that may be very helpful.  And Mark, 
do you want to come up and talk about the details as the engineer on the project?  About what has to be 
done.   
 
Mr. King:  I’m Mark King with Bowman Consulting.  I’m the Civil Engineer on this project.  This curve 
that you’re looking at here -- see how it kind of bends right to left.  On the left-hand side there is a very 
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large exposed rock that’s there.  So, what we want to do is be able to help the driver as they navigate this 
turn to be able to see beyond those rocks.  So, as Kathy just moved up here, we’re going to lay that back.  
There’ll be a small retaining wall.  We need some property from Mr. Greg Henderson who we have met 
with and he has no problem with that.  And what that does is you can see here; now as you’re coming to 
that curve, you can see through all the way over to Flatford and Walpole Street, which is a four-way stop.  
So, that in my opinion really makes this area a much safer place, just not for our development, I think for 
the entire County and Mr. English especially if he has to respond to any accidents there.  But I think it’s 
significant.  It’s something that needed to be done years ago, probably even when Berkshire went in.  But, 
you know, they don’t have an access point on Winding Creek; it’s both on Walpole Street. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  So, you said you have to obtain some property.  And there are some contingencies in your 
proffer.  So what happens if you can’t get the… what happens if you can’t do that?   
 
Mr. Payne:  So, we’re not necessarily obtaining property.  It’s an easement.  It’ll be a site line easement 
and we’ll landscape it if it’s agreeable to all the parties.  If we can’t get the agreement of two parties, one 
of which will have to be the Berkshire HOA and the other will be Mr. Henderson, and Mr. Henderson’s 
already given his permission.  Berkshire gave us their OK last year; we want them to reiterate that again 
this year, that’s why we’re having a discussion with them.  If we get one of two, then we would go ahead 
and make the improvements that we can to clear that area, and then the difference in cash would be paid 
in cash proffers.  So, it’s a million dollars total; the improvements just to this site is about $412,000.  If 
we get nobody to work with us, then we give $412,000 towards transportation proffers.  So it doesn’t go 
away if we’re not able to do it.  And the formula is in section 4.c. of the proffer statement. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  And then I think you also said in a previous comment something about the retaining wall 
needing further engineering?   
 
Mr. King:  So we don’t go and impact the properties, you know, Mr. Henderson’s property, the HOA 
property, extensively.  It is a big hill and a lot of… you know, to lay that back, to take up less property, 
we would put in a retaining wall that would stabilize that slope and then we would, you know, plant grass 
and replace what vegetation we need to.  Yeah, we did, we provided that cost to the County.  That’s the 
$412,000 that Mr. Payne referred to.  Yeah. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Okay.  And then, I have a question on the traffic impact studies.  So you guys are offering 
up some proffers for Eustace which obviously I think is a good thing for the County and for residents.  
Did you do any studies for Winding Creek and… the intersection of Winding Creek and Courthouse?   
 
Mr. King:  We did not.  When we were doing this, we were looking to analyze our site and the 
intersections near our site.  VDOT and Stafford County has done that work with the improvements that 
are about to start in January.  Shirley Contracting has been, what I’ve heard, awarded the contract and it’s 
supposed to start in early 2017, and all the improvements and I believe it includes the new interchange are 
supposed to be completed by 2020.  At that point… that’s going to clean up another really bad area 
because of the offset in the intersections of Ramoth Church and Winding Creek. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Yeah, that’s terrible. 
 
Mr. King:  So they’re going to line up those two roads.  There’s going to be a stoplight.  Right.  The 
scoping was done by the County and VDOT and not us. 
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Mrs. Vanuch:  And so that’s the reason you didn’t study it.  It wasn’t… because, you know, I think you 
guys did appropriate studies if you were to have the Fireberry connector.  But if you remove the Fireberry 
connector, now most of that traffic’s going to go out to Winding Creek because there’s nowhere else 
really for it to go. 
 
Mr. King:  It didn’t change.  We updated the study here before we resubmitted this plan without the 
Fireberry connection, and it did not change the Level of Service; it was A and B. 
 
Mr. Payne:  The irony in the Fireberry connection is the fact that we were actually just contributing little 
traffic to cross Fireberry.  Most of it was still going to Winding Creek.  So the analysis didn’t change that 
much.   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  And so just… I want to just repeat it.  So but you didn’t do the analysis of Courthouse and 
Winding Creek because the County had already done an assessment based on the changes that were going 
to be coming to Winding Creek and Courthouse? 
 
Mr. Payne:  Well, I don’t know the answer.  I don’t know if that’s accurate; I just know that we go in and 
they say this is the intersections we want you to study and that’s what we study, for the TIA.  I mean, 
that’s a basic requirement for the traffic impact analysis.   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Got it.  So, I have an additional question on proffers.  If you guys are… in your application 
package you talk about using some of the school impacts to 2020, you’re counting on the road impacts of 
Courthouse and Winding Creek being completed by 2020 which you just mentioned.  You also have 
mentioned that like neighborhoods that are selling in the high $400’s to mid-$500’s build out really 
slowly, they sell much slower.  So would you be opposed to doing an occupancy permit for 2020 to kind 
of align with all of the other information that you’ve provided? 
 
Mr. Payne:  Yes. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  So you guys would be willing to proffer that? 
 
Mr. Payne:  Yeah, I mean, the market drives the development.  But first of all in the scope… the only 
thing that we’ve addressed in regards to build-out is scoping because that’s what you’re required to do to 
see if the traffic impacts are based on your estimated full build-out plan.  So I think that was five years or 
so.  Is that what we did?  I mean, that’s pretty much a standard for the size of the development.  For 
schools, we only provided that information; we provided it 5 to 8 years because we were asked what our 
build-out plan may be.  But the market drives it.  I don’t want to handcuff my folks if the market picks up, 
especially in the high-end market, and say hey, you can’t build a home till 2020.  It just wouldn’t be, in 
my opinion, fair or reasonable.   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Okay. 
 
Mr. Payne:  But if you think about the timeline that how these projects get up and running, even if it was 
approved today you wouldn’t have the first OP or OC… occupancy permit, I’m sorry, you know, for 2-
plus years, even if I was able to go fast.  You’ve got to get a site plan approval, construction plans, you’ve 
got to get construction plans, you’ve got to get your building permits.  And remember, we’re building in 
the first phase of this all the infrastructure improvements up front.  So we’re not waiting till the last days 
of the development to put these improvements in; they’re all happening up front.   
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Mrs. Vanuch:  And then I think I just have one more question hopefully and then I can turn it off to the 
others.  You guys did mention that in April you met with additional HOA’s; I think you might have said 
you met with Autumn Ridge this April. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Mm-hmm, yeah. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Did you happen to meet with the Bershire HOA in April to talk about your changes? 
 
Mr. Payne:  We didn’t send out the invites, I think the County sent… Jeff, remind me.  I think the County 
sent out the invites by the direction of Supervisor Sellers if my memory serves me.  I don’t think we sent 
out the invites. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  For the April meeting? 
 
Mr. Payne:  April, right.   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Okay. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Including anybody who spoke at the last public hearing; I think it included… it probably went 
to the HOA’s.  I’m not going to speculate but we did not handle those invitations. 
 
Mr. Harvey:  My recollection was it was a Town Hall meeting.  My department was not involved in the 
notification for the Town Hall, so I don’t know who was notified. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Okay. 
 
Mr. Harvey:  I know that there was a fair attendance; there was probably 20 or more people there. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Right. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Do we know if most of those residents were from Autumn Ridge or Berkshire? 
 
Mr. Payne:  My bet is Autumn Ridge. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Okay.  Because I think that’s one of my underlying concerns is that we remove the 
concerns from Autumn Ridge, which is the Fireberry connector, which then creates a whole new set of 
concerns for the residents in the Bershire neighborhood which they didn’t have previously just because of 
the way the traffic pattern changes.  So, I don’t know if there’s anything you can do to address those 
concerns.   
 
Mr. King:  Let me address that Mrs. Vanuch.  We also had a meeting at Porter Library.  And that was 
really a Berkshire meeting that Phil had asked us to do.  And there were five people that attended. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  When did you do that? 
 
Mr. King:  That was… five people attended it and one of them was Wendy Maurer, before she was 
elected. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  So that was before the Fireberry connector was removed. 
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Mr. King:  That is correct, that is correct, yeah. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Okay.  So that’s the crux of the issue.  Once you remove the Fireberry connector, then the 
Berkshire people have a different issue.  So they were probably okay with that connector, but now they’re 
probably not. 
 
Mr. King:  We are meeting with them Tuesday evening.  They have their annual HOA meeting and 
they… Landmarc Realty had reached out to us about… Mr. Payne and I about attending that meeting 
which we are going to do. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  Well, I think that’s great and I think that might even set us up for if we were to advertise 
for an additional public hearing for December, you guys have a chance to meet with those residents and 
hopefully can address their concerns so that I’m not getting hundreds of emails and Wendy’s not and we 
don’t have a very contentious Supervisor meeting.   
 
Mr. Payne:  I’m surprised that that many folks would be contacting you guys in regards to this project.  
It’s been very public for a very long time, including… again, I’m not trying to throw the President of the 
HOA under the bus by any means because he’s great to work with, but this project’s not new to anybody 
in that area.  So, we’re happy to meet with them.  We’re going to meet with them next week.  They’ll 
have an opportunity to come to the public hearing with the Board of Supervisors.  I think it’s, just in my 
opinion, not equitable to open this back up to another public hearing.  It’s not my call; if you’re able to do 
it I’ll have to come and do my job.  I’m asking respectfully, since this project has been out there for quite 
a while, again we worked very hard to go back to the community to address their concerns, their major 
concerns that came up in the last run of this if you will, including going to the County Board of 
Supervisors to get a waiver for the 12-month re-application process.  So, that’s my request respectfully.  
Not trying to be disrespectful to you.  I understand that your addressing your constituents’ questions and 
concerns.  But again, we can do that next week and we can also play a role in the public hearing process 
thereafter.   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  I’m done. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Other questions? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Mr. Rhodes? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Mr. Payne, just to confirm, when in the schedule would you be doing the work on the 
improvement north of the property for the corner there?   
 
Mr. Payne:  During the construction of the first phase of the units.   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Could you help me understand? 
 
Mr. Payne:  It’s in the proffer statement on the bottom of page 3. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Right.  So, once you start constructing the first units, you’ll start the work on the corner 
there?   
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Mr. Payne:  Is that the plan?  We’ve got to do the site work obviously. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  I know.  You’ve got the site work… 
 
Mr. Payne:  While we’re doing the site work it’s going to be cheaper, if you will, you know, more 
efficient for us to go ahead and do it all at the same time. 
 
Mr. King:  We would include that as part of the design construction plan. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Okay. 
 
Mr. King:  Which what we’re looking at, if this got approved here by the Planning Commission and the 
Board in this calendar year, this wouldn’t even start construction until 2019. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Right. 
 
Mr. King:  So, it’s, you know, it’s a couple years out. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  But when you start that site work, it’s in that front end… that is part of your site work 
(inaudible). 
 
Mr. King:  It’s going to be in that first phase… it’ll be in the first phase of it.  We know what has to 
happen.  We’ve looked at it already.  It’s just a matter of getting the… all the elevations and surveying 
that all in to make sure it ties off correctly. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  And when you do the turn-in, you’ve got a tapered turn-in for one of the entrances, right? 
 
Mr. King:  Right.  Both of them. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Both of them, okay.  And how will those be finished?  Will they be curbed? 
 
Mr. King:  We will run the curb out around the returns toward Winding Creek.  And then there’s tapers… 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Right, so in and out and along the taper you’ll have curbing. 
 
Mr. King:  Yes. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  So there’ll actually be a little improvement on there. 
 
Mr. King:  Yes. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:   And lastly, I didn’t think to try and pull it up and it just triggered my mind as we were 
talking tonight, do you recall what percentage of the traffic was estimated to be towards Fireberry versus 
(inaudible)? 
 
Mr. King:  I want to say it was like 10%. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Okay, that’s what I kind of thought too.  So it flowed the other 10% back out that way. 
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Mr. King:  Yeah, yeah. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Okay, thank you.  Thank you Mr. Chairman.    
 
Mr. Apicella:  Other questions?  Okay, seeing none; thank you. 
 
Mr. Payne:  Thank you Mr. Chairman.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  I’ll bring it back to the Commission.  Mr. Rhodes, Mrs. Vanuch, it’s in your districts.   
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  So, I just want to reiterate and I’m willing to get some feedback from my fellow 
Commissioners about the public hearing process.  I know I kind of went off on a tangent earlier.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  I’m sorry, I never do that. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  I know… I was going to say I was trying to be like you but I didn’t want to hurt your 
feelings.  So, I feel very, very strongly that we give the Berkshire residents the opportunity to come speak.  
And if nobody shows up, then we know our path forward.  And if only one person shows up, at least we 
know where that neighborhood stands and we’ve given them the opportunity and we’ve set up a very 
successful recommendation to the Board of Supervisors.  So, I’m willing to listen to feedback.  Anybody? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  I would just, and certainly if that’s the will of the fellow Commissioners, you know, I 
wouldn’t stand in the way.  I think the beauty of the process that we have, while it’s if you’re not involved 
with it, it is a bit surprising as we go along at times, you know, when you learn things and start 
understanding how it works.  But the beauty of the process is really, the Planning Commission process is 
the feeler.  And it’s to get the awareness.  Part of it is just getting the awareness and the attention of 
people realizing that something’s out there.  And sometimes it comes at the public hearing and sometimes 
it comes following the public hearing as you do in the continuing sessions like we are tonight, and it gets 
that awareness.  But it’s that first stage… there is the entire additional public hearing portion, so there’s a 
whole nother opportunity for the voice in the other sessions to occur in the process.  So, I’m not sure for 
the cost involved in the other notifications and delay, that there’s a part of me that just doesn’t know how 
much more it adds because there is the other public hearing.  I would never want anybody to be lost out 
on their opportunity, but we do have that there.  And there’s a part of me that says with the commitment 
of Mr. and Mrs. Hall, there is not going to be anywhere in Berkshire that’s not aware of the public hearing 
that’s happening with the Board of Supervisors, if that were the way it’s going to go.  There’s not going to 
be a lack of awareness, even if we only did the limits of the ordinance of the public hearing and it only 
went to the HOA, I have a funny feeling that it wouldn’t matter if it only went to the management 
company.  There’s still going to be a lot of people who are going to know about it, if that’s the route that 
we go with.  So, there’s a part of me that’s not as concerned there.  I will tell you what has motivated the 
heck out of me and excited the heck out of me on this project, and it’s not the project.  I started learning 
about public hearings and stuff because I didn’t have a clue how they worked when I got roped into doing 
this weird thing called the Youth Driver Task Force.  And it kind of just came out of the blue and it was 
after four kids got killed on these roads, and my daughter was getting ready to get her driver’s permit, my 
eldest daughter.  And, so there’s been nothing that has motivated me more than improving the dangerous 
curves than limiting the amount of sprawl and trying to do anything we can to keep it from spreading out 
onto those crazy roads that cannot support any infrastructure, and keep it as close in as possible.  Maybe 
not perfect with the infrastructure, but as close in as possible with the infrastructure that we do have and 
that will get improved.  But it’s the things about the road.  So, when I saw in the proposal that they were 
going to attack that corner, which is not going to get touched -- it is not going to get touched for the next 
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10 years.  It’s probably not going to be touched for 15 more years.  When I saw something that’s going to 
touch that corner, and it may only be 3 accidents on that road but it scares the heck out of me because I 
drive it almost every day and it’s always kind of freaky when you come around the corner and you 
actually see another car that’s over there.  So I was so surprised those numbers were down.  I thought 
maybe it was a one-year number.  I just wanted to make sure I (inaudible).  When I saw that in there, I’ve 
got to tell you, I was motivated forward; because there’s no other way that’s going to get done for a long 
time.  And then we add to that the fact that this is one of the last things, at least the way the state 
legislature has it for us, to actually have $1.6 million that’s going to go towards the schools, that’s going 
to have other proffers that are coming forward.  There’s a part of me that’s actually attracted to this in 
many ways.  It is a Level of Service A/B, it doesn’t change.  You know, those are things; we are going to 
have Courthouse Road that’s improved there.  So, I have some… I just have a lot of positive leanings.  I’ll 
just lay it out there.  But a bunch of it is because they finally directed it towards that corner.  I like seeing 
that corner that’s improved.  So, if others feel they’d like to go back and do another public hearing, I 
just… knowing that there’s another one, that’s always important to me and this is what stimulates a lot of 
times the interest that actually gets all the comments out there.  I’d certainly go with how others want to 
go, but I don’t know that that’s necessary.  And I think moving it forward… and if the Board isn’t 
satisfied -- it’s going to come down to the Board’s the deciding entity.  Are they satisfied with the 
improvements in the corner and the amount limit or scope of the implications that are on there or not.  I 
think there’s not much new that’s going to be (inaudible) by having another six weeks in the process.  It’s 
going to be the same issues that’ll be brought forward.  So, those are my points.  Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman, for that long-winded thought. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Are there other comments?  I guess I think you’ve said it well, Mr. Rhodes.  And you 
always hear me raise concerns about setting precedents.  I’ve been here 5-plus years; you’ve been here a 
lot longer.  I can’t remember a time where we re-advertised a public hearing for a reclassification.  We 
may have done it for ordinance changes, but that’s because we made a change that necessitated us to have 
to have another public hearing -- if that even happened; I can’t even recall that happening.  So, I 
appreciate that some issues and concerns have been raised by one of the residents.  And it’s why I ask the 
question:  what’s changed between the last time this was in front of us and I think it passed almost 
unanimously, and the one that’s in front of us today and it’s only a minor change in the grand scheme of 
things, which is taking out the Fireberry Road inter-parcel connection which was requested by some of 
the property owners.  So, I would be concerned about, again, setting a precedent and re-advertising for 
another public hearing without having a real driving force, a very strong reason for doing it.  I’m not… I 
hear what you’re saying; I appreciate it.  We’re always going to have somebody who is going to be 
opposed to a project.  And if that’s going to be our… or somebody who didn’t know there was a public 
hearing although it’s advertised in the paper, somebody’s always not going to be happy that they didn’t 
get the notice that they thought they should have gotten.  And so, if we’re going to reopen public hearings 
because of that, then we’re going to be doing it quite often.  So, again, I respect and appreciate all of the 
comments that you made.  And we’re not the last stop here.  If we were, I might see it differently.  I think 
Mr. Rhodes is spot on; all we do is make a recommendation.  The folks you really need to talk to at the 
end of the day are the Board of Supervisors and they’re going to make the final decision.  Everything that 
you’ve provided to us you can certainly provide it to them and then some.  And, as Mr. Rhodes said, you 
can certainly, you know, rattle the tree with your neighbors and get them to come to that public hearing as 
well.  So, I’m not quite sure there’s a motion. 
 
Mrs. Vanuch:  I didn’t make a motion because I wanted it to be up for discussion. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  So, I just wanted to offer my comments.  So I’m going to throw it out there again.  Is there 
a motion on these two matters in front of us?   
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Mr. Rhodes:  I make a motion to recommend forward to the Board of Supervisors recommending 
approval. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Is there a second? 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  Second. 
 
Ms. McClendon:  Mr. Chairman, you need to take them up separately; the reclassification first and the 
CUP second. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay. 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  I’m sorry, RC16151333, Reclassification, Winding Creek, a motion to recommend it 
forward. 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  I’ll second. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, there’s been a motion that’s been seconded.  Any further comment Mr. Rhodes? 
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Yeah, not to belabor because I took way too long in my other comments.  I appreciate and 
respect the passion that Mrs. Vanuch showed in responding, and this is in no way against it.  I believe 
absolutely in everything you said.  And it is in no way meaning to diminish or slow down the roll.  It’s 
just knowing… I now know absolutely the Berkshire community and all those that have comments and 
want to make those known will be able to bring that.  And that is the positive part that works in the 
Planning Commission.  So, I mean that.  The long diatribe was not meant in any way to be a negative 
towards that.  I just think all the facts are out there.  We know exactly where… I think we know most of 
the facts that are out there.  And that’s what the Board is elected to consider.  And now we know a 
fulsome version of the facts from the Berkshire’s perspective will definitely come out along with all the 
others.  So I think it’ll be good, I think it’ll be fulsome.  As you said, Mr. Chairman, if this were the 
public hearing, I’d have a completely different perspective.  I’d be much… not that I’m not concerned, 
but I would much more concerned if there were folks that didn’t feel they were getting it.  But knowing 
that there was a full cycle to go, I feel comfortable recommending it forward.  I do think… I don’t think 
anything’s perfect; I do think the pros outweigh the cons, that’s why I would recommend approval.  It can 
always be better and I’m sure the Board will glean out the best parts of it and take it to the right place.  
Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you Mr. Rhodes; Mrs. Bailey? 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  Mr. Chairman, just briefly.  I do appreciate the comment and the concerns that Mrs. Vanuch 
expressed in regards to making sure that we have adequate and appropriate sending out notices to the 
public.  And there are always going to be those that don’t receive notices, thought that they received 
notices, and so forth and so on; I don’t know what the cure is to that.  But I do believe that Mrs. Vanuch is 
acting out in trying to just protect the interests of the people within her district and I applaud that.  But 
having said that, I do believe that we’re also in abeyance with our due process that we have here, and the 
applicant has indicated that they will be meeting with the residents of Berkshire.  So, I’m sure that within 
that meeting, when it goes forward towards to the Board of Supervisors, there’ll be plenty of time to 
discuss the issues and concerns and to take a look at those at that particular point in time.  This project 
does bring… for me I’m a little bit on the fence, pro and con, but I think the positives outweigh the 
negatives.  The curves in Winding Creek Road, you know, that’s the way that God made it and when the 
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road was first put in, that’s the way that the individual saw fit.  That doesn’t mean that it’s right for public 
transportation and automobiles and so forth and so on.  But that is one part of the road there that I’m glad 
that the applicant is willing to take on and try to correct.  If not, then that road would be there in that 
condition even longer.  So that is really the point out of all of this that persuades me in that direction, as 
well as the… I think it’s a very good strong proffer package from the applicant and I do appreciate that.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you Mrs. Bailey.  Mr. Coen? 
 
Mr. Coen:  Yes, and a lot of my comments I’ll save for the second vote.  But just since we’re spending a 
lot of time on what Mrs. Vanuch said, I sort of agree with her.  I hope, and I think I asked Mr. Harvey that 
in the future, if we have something that has come before us and for whatever reason the Supervisors reject 
it and then it comes back, that our normal protocol will be to automatically when we send out notices 
contact people who spoke at the public hearing when it came before us the first time.  I think that’s the 
least we could do.  And then to the applicant, since they’re having to meet with the Berkshire people next 
Tuesday, that might be a lesson for future reference that when there’s something and you’ve substantively 
changed development in a plan from last April to now, or two years ago to now, it might be a better move 
to reach out to all the various neighborhoods because you end up having to do it anyways.  So, I’m not… 
I will include in my second, when we get to the next vote, all the reasons why I was the lone vote against 
this the last time and I’m still going to be probably one of the minority in this this time.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  Other comments?  Okay.  I just want to add to what’s been said primarily with respect to 
Mrs. Bailey and Mr. Rhodes.  I agree with the comments that you all made.  I also want to add my thanks 
and appreciation for strengthening the language about the open space piece, especially in light of the 
comments that we just got from the Parks Director.  Alright, there’s a motion on the floor recommending 
approval of RC16151333; cast your vote.  Okay, the motion carries 4 with 2 nays and 1 abstention.  (Mr. 
Coen and Mrs. Vanuch opposed; Mr. English abstained.)  Okay, is there a motion on the Conditional Use 
Permit?   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  Yes, Mr. Chairman, I make a motion to approve the Conditional Use Permit, 16151334. 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  I’ll second. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Okay, there’s been a motion and it’s been seconded.  Any further comment Mr. Rhodes?   
 
Mr. Rhodes:  I’m going to stop talking. 
 
Mrs. Bailey:  No further comment. 
 
Mr. Apicella:  Anyone else?  Mr. Coen? 
 
Mr. Coen:  Okay, this is where I go on.  And I respect… I understand… 
 
Mr. Apicella:  We’re going to take a pause. 
 
Mr. Coen:  Yeah, really… for station identification.  Several things about this that I didn’t agree with 
when it first came to us and I still don’t agree with now.  First, I totally understand the concept of infill 
development.  I have supported it in different areas; however, to me there’s a world of difference between 
infill and then humongous fill.  You could have done the 20 by-right units as infill.  You could have made 
it 30 or 40 or 50.  I think jumping up to 97 is problematic.  I understand where individuals say that there’s 
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not that many accidents, but as Mr. Rhodes pointed out, it is unnerving on that road period.  And you’re 
adding, the last census said 2.3 cars per household, so roughly between 200 and 300 cars onto that road.  
And that is going to be problematic.  And yes, I understand that that road’s not on our list to be fixed for a 
while, but I still… to me, logic tells me you’re adding 2 to 300 cars on a road.  That is still, even if you do 
that widening, it’s still a precarious road.  On the issue of the schools, I think the Halls -- do I have their 
last name right? -- the Halls had very good information on that and I think it really bears mentioning that 
the state has altered how it calculates capacity for schools.  It used to, and the County is just following the 
state guidelines, but it used to be seat capacity.  Now it is they include the entire building.  So, they 
include the auditorium, the library, the gymnasium, even though logic says you’re not using all that space.  
So for a school to be at 98% capacity, when you’re figuring in the entirety of an auditorium, that means 
the school is overcrowded and it just is problematic to sit there and just look at this in a bubble and say, 
well this is only x number of students when, because we’re jumping up to 97, you’re adding more to an 
already overcrowded three schools that are definitely overcrowded.  And I don’t think anybody said that 
we are ordering the school system to redistrict, we’re just saying the facts on the ground are this is the 
number of houses, this is the number of students, it’s overcrowded; there’s nothing going to be built, this 
is a fact.  And that to me is just sort of a real logical argument to say, if we’re going to approve jumping 
from 20 to 97, the proffers should be commensurate.  Part of the proffers, if I remember correctly, 
includes the value of that land which the County doesn’t want for that park space.  And part of that is 
certainly the amount of money that’s going, and if I remember staff’s report from last meeting, the proffer 
is once again below what we have calculated we need.  Granted this may be one of the last ones under the 
old proffer system and, you know, I’ve been on this since I’ve been on the Board, that we continue we say 
what we need and then we come in lower, and I know I will go out with that.  I really have, and it may be 
my questioning nature, but I looked back at our minutes, I thought back; the entirety of the time we 
discussed the Fireberry connection, never was it discussed that it’s solely because there was 1.2 acres.  
And logic would have said to me when we were going back and forth and back and forth and whether 
we’re going to have a cul-de-sac or not have a cul-de-sac and can we do this, to me logic would have said, 
hey, there’s 1.2 acres here.  If we just took it out of this, we wouldn’t have to have a connection with the 
Fireberry Road so there’s not a problem.  And so I’m just leery that now that somehow that we now say 
the 1.2 acres isn’t included, that somewhere down the road -- no pun intended -- at a TRC or somebody, 
you know, Fire, VDOT, somebody’s not going to sit there and say we want another connection because 
that was what we were crabbed at.  The reason for Fireberry was there had to be a separate entrance for 
Fire and Rescue.  And when we kept going on, I remember, you know, the whole great discussion of we’ll 
look into a cul-de-sac discussion.  And again, it was -- it was a roundabout I think -- the roundabout 
discussion was because we had to have that connection.  And I’m just leery of all of a sudden… I just 
don’t… to me it doesn’t connect.  No pun intended.  But why didn’t that just… that would have been a 
solution when this came to us two years ago.  We would just say hey, we’ll just pull out the 1.2, we don’t 
need a connection and it would have gone through.  So, I just… I’m leery of that.  And again, the 
cumulative impact to this are by making it… by going up from 20 to 97 will have an impact.  And I too 
go on that road and it’s leery, and more cars it’s just going to be leery.  And, you know, I just don’t think 
that the impact with the proffers below what we have said we believe there are and the public safety of the 
roads, I just don’t feel comfortable with it.  So that’s why I’m going to vote no once again.   
 
Mr. Apicella:  Thank you Mr. Coen.  Anyone else?  Okay, seeing no one else, all those in favor of the 
motion cast your vote.  Okay, the motion carries with 4 yeses, two no’s (Mr. Coen and Mrs. Vanuch), and 
one abstention (Mr. English).  Thank you very much.  
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STAFFORD COUNTY, VIRGINIA 

 
PROFFER STATEMENT  

 
Applicant:    Winding Creek Owner, LLC (the “Applicant”) 
 
Property Owner: John J Musselman, Trustee of the Earl F. Musselman Trust (the 

“Owner”) 
 
Property: Tax Parcel 29-4 (the “Property”) 
 
Rezoning Request:  From A-1 to R-1 
 
Project Name: Winding Creek (the “Project”) 
 
Date:  Originally dated June 15, 2016, and updated as of December 12, 

2016 
 
County File No.  RC 16151330 
    CUP 16151334 
 

 
1. General Requirements.  
 

(a) The following proffers are being made pursuant to Sections 15.2-2298 and 15.2-
2303, et al. of the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended, and Section 28-161, et seq. of the 
Stafford County Zoning Ordinance. The proffers provided herein are the only proffered 
conditions offered in this rezoning application, and any prior proffers to which the Property (as 
generally defined above and shown on the GDP) may be subject to or previously offered with the 
Applicant’s application or otherwise previously proffered are hereby superseded by these 
proffers, and further said prior proffers are hereby void and of no further force and effect.  In 
addition and notwithstanding the foregoing, the proffers provided hereunder are conditioned 
upon and become effective only in the event the Applicant’s rezoning application No. RC 
16151330 and associated conditional use permit application 16151334 are approved (including 
through applicable appeal periods) by the Stafford County Board of Supervisors (the “County”).  

 
(b) Subject to the terms hereunder, the Property will be developed in accordance with 

that certain generalized development plan entitled “Winding Creek Generalized Development 
Plan” dated May 2014, as last revised August 29, 2016, prepared by Bowman Consulting, 
attached hereto as Exhibit A (the “GDP”), which plan includes a clustered development with a 
maximum of ninety-seven (97) single family detached units (“Units” or Unit”). The aforesaid 
number of units are subject to the approval of the Applicant’s companion conditional use permit 
application #16151334.        
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(c) For purposes of the final site plan, which will supersede the GDP, proposed parcel 
lines, parcel sizes, building envelopes and footprints, access points, building sizes, building 
locations, public road locations, private driveway, road and travel way locations, interparcel 
connectors, RPAs and wetland areas, utility locations, storm water management facilities, and 
dimensions of undeveloped areas shown on the GDP may be relocated and/or amended from 
time-to-time by the Applicant to address final development, engineering, and design 
requirements and/or compliance with federal or state agency regulations including, but not 
limited to, VDOT, DEQ, Army Corps of Engineers, etc., and compliance with the requirements 
of the County’s applicable development regulations and design standards manual.  

 
2.    Architecture & Materials.  For purposes of the proposed development, the architectural 
design of the Units shall be in general accordance with the renderings attached hereto as Exhibit 
B (the “Renderings”).  The Renderings are illustrative only and do not depict the final elevations 
for this Project.  In this regard, the Renderings depict (i) a commitment to a general type, 
character, and quality of architectural design, details and materials; and (ii) the general types of 
architectural and decorative elements and features.  In addition, the Units will specifically 
include the following: 
 

(a) The front elevation of 75% of the Units will consist of a minimum of 60% brick, 
natural stone, or cultured stone (excluding doors, windows and garages). All homes will include 
beaded vinyl and Applicant will offer fiber cement siding as an option to buyers.    

 
(b)  The side elevation facing the street of a Unit on a corner lot will have at least two 

operable windows. 
 
(c)  All Units will have brick or stone to grade on any side facing a street (including 

corner lots).   
 

(d)   All Units will include pitched  roofs symmetrically sloped no less than 5:12, 
except that porches and attached sheds may be no less than 2:12 and all Units will avoid 
continuous roof planes on the front side of dwellings by incorporating gables as depicted on the 
Renderings.  
  
3.   Entrance Features.  The Applicant agrees to construct an entrance monument out of 
brick or stone utilized in the development. The client has attached a rendering which reflects the 
general architectural features and materials of the entrance sign. 
 
4.   Transportation.  The Applicant, subject to necessary County and VDOT approvals for 
the development of the Project, agrees to provide the following in-kind transportation proffers, 
all as generally shown and noted on the GDP:  
 

(a)  The Applicant agrees to dedicate 0.84 acres of right of way along Winding Creek 
Road to widen the right of way to a width of sixty feet (60'), all in the areas generally shown and 
noted on the GDP.        

 



(b) The Applicant agrees to dedicate 0.78 acres of right of way for the relocation of 
Embrey Mill Road, all in the areas generally shown and noted on the GDP.         

 
(c) The Applicant agrees to provide the following in kind offsite transportation 

proffers:  
 

(1)  the construction of a right turn lane at the intersection of Eustace Road and 
Northampton Boulevard, all as depicted on the GDP (with an estimated in-kind 
proffer value of $150,662.20). The Applicant will undertake all reasonable, and 
good faith efforts in attempts to obtain the necessary right of way area for the 
aforesaid improvements;    

 
(2)  the construction of a right turn taper and acceleration lane off of Winding 
Creek Road and into the main entrance of the Project, all as depicted on the GDP 
(with an estimated in-kind proffer value of $186,974.00); and  

 
(3) clearing, grading and sight line improvements along Winding Creek Road at 
the sharp curve located roughly 530 feet north of the northern limit of the Project, 
all as depicted on the GDP (the total estimated value for this improvement is 
$412,462.70).  Notwithstanding the foregoing, portions of the aforesaid 
improvements under this Section 4 (c) (3) may require private easements from 
applicable third party property owners along Winding Creek Road (who are 
identified on the GDP), including without limitation necessary construction and 
maintenance easements within the said areas shown on the GDP. In the event the 
Applicant is able to obtain necessary easements and/or other approvals from said 
third party property owners described herein, the said third party property owners 
shall not incur any liability or obligation for purposes of said improvements and 
all cost, expense, maintenance and other obligations necessary for said 
improvements shall be the sole obligation of the Applicant, less and except the 
subject easement area(s) is/are acquired or dedicated for public purposes as 
described below. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary under this proffer 
statement, in the event the Applicant, after obtaining private easement approvals 
from said third party property owners and construction of the said improvements, 
fails to maintain the improvements constructed pursuant to this Section 4(c)(3) 
and said improvements are not otherwise dedicated for public purposes, then up to 
$100,000 of the cash transportation proffers described under Section 6 (c) shall be 
utilized to maintain and/or repair said improvements.  
       
The total estimated value to design and construct the improvements described 
under this Section 4 (c) is $750,098.90. 
         

           (d)  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary under this proffer statement, in the event 
the Applicant is unable to acquire or obtain necessary right of way and/or easement areas for the 
improvements described above under Section 4 (c) (1) and Section 4 (c) (3), the  Applicant may 
then request, for public purposes, that the County acquire the right-of-way and/or public 



easements by means of its condemnation powers.  Said request(s) shall be made to the 
appropriate County agency and shall be accompanied by the following: 
 

1. The names of the applicable record owners, the property addresses, tax map 
parcel numbers for each third party landowner from whom such right-of-way 
and/or easements are sought; 

 
2. Plats, plans and profiles showing the necessary right-of-way and/or easements to 

be acquired and showing the details of the proposed transportation improvements 
to be located on each such third party properties;  

 
3. An independent appraisal of the value of the right-of-way and/or easements to be 

acquired, and description of any damages to the residue of the involved third party 
properties; including an appraisal that is provided by an appraiser licensed in 
Virginia and approved by the County; 

 
4. A 60-year title search of each involved third party property;  

 
5. Documentation demonstrating to the County's reasonable satisfaction that the 

Applicant undertook good faith and best efforts to obtain approval for the right-
of-way and/or easements, and made an offer of at least the appraised value of the 
involved third party property interests;  

 
6. A letter of credit acceptable to the County, cash or equivalent (from a financial 

institution acceptable to the County) in an amount equal to the appraised value of 
the third party properties to be acquired, and all damages to the residue, together 
with an amount representing the County's estimate of its cost of condemnation 
proceedings, in a form permitting the County to draw upon the same as necessary 
to effectuate the purposes hereof; and 

 
7. An Agreement signed by Applicant's representative and approved by the County 

Attorney whereby Applicant agrees to pay all reasonable costs of the 
condemnation, including expert witness fees, court costs, exhibit costs, court 
reporter fees, attorneys’ fees for the Office of the County Attorney or attorney 
retained by the County, and all other costs associated with the litigation, including 
appeals.  The Agreement shall specifically provide that in the event the third party 
property owner is awarded in the condemnation suit more than the appraised 
value estimated by Applicant's appraiser, Applicant shall pay to the County the 
amount of the award in excess of the amount represented by the letter of credit or 
cash deposit within thirty (30) days of the award.  

 
            (e) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary under this Section 4, in the event the 
Applicant is unable to obtain either necessary private easements or right of way from applicable 
third parties or the said third party easements and/or right of way is not obtained through 
condemnation, as provided above under Sections 4(c) and 4(d), and thus the Applicant is unable 
to construct any or all of the proffered improvements under said sections, then the Applicant, as 



may be applicable, shall pay as cash proffers no more than $563,084.90 ($150,662.20 for 
purposes of Section 4 (c) (1) and $412,462.70 for purposes of Section 4 (c) (3)) in accordance 
with Section 6 below.  
 

(f) The Applicant agrees to construct a sidewalk to Winding Creek Road and a 
painted crosswalk connecting the east and west sides of Winding Creek Road, all in the areas 
generally shown and noted on the GDP.    

 
(g) All offsite transportation improvements described under this Section 4 shall be 

completed within one (1) year after the issuance of the first residential building permit within the 
Project, subject to the time period and legal process required to complete any condemnation, 
which may extend said one (1) year period so long as the Applicant has diligently pursued the 
acquisition of necessary easements and/or right of way areas described above under Section 4 
(c).    

 
(h) The transportation improvements (not otherwise required for the development) 

and/or dedications of right of way, as provided above under this Section 4, are an in kind 
transportation proffers for purposes of this rezoning. The dedications described under Sections 4 
(a) and (b) shall be provided as part of the first (final & approved) subdivision plan for the 
Property.     
 
5. Preservation of Open Space.  The 10.326 acres of land shown and labeled as “Open 
Space Parcel E” on the GDP shall be preserved as open space and not developed or disturbed, 
except for park purposes in the event the County accepts the dedication of said parcel. In this 
regard, Open Space Parcel E will be dedicated to the County upon the approval of the first 
section of the final subdivision plan of the Property. In the event the County does not desire to 
accept the dedication, Open Space Parcel E will be placed in a conservation easement. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event the Applicant is unable to obtain the acceptance of a 
third party holder for the conservation easement, then Open Space Parcel E will be conveyed to 
the Project’s Homeowners’s association (as described below under Section 7) and encumbered 
by restrictive covenants that will prohibit the development of said parcel.  The fair market value 
of the dedication and preservation of open space is approximately $913,875.27.    
 
6. Cash Contribution.  For purposes of this rezoning and in addition to other proffers 
described hereunder, the Applicant agrees to pay $2,189,458.10 in aggregate cash proffers, all as 
described in more detail below.  These cash proffers are also subject to annual increases to be 
calculated on a yearly basis commencing two (2) years after the date of final County approval of 
this proffer statement.  Such increases shall be calculated by multiplication of the Marshall-Swift 
Index and not the Consumer Price Index of the Department of Labor Statistics for the current 
year by the original per unit cash proffer amount.  All cash proffers shall be paid by the 
Applicant  upon the issuance of a final certificate of occupancy by the County for each Unit (e.g. 
97 single family detached units). 
 
These voluntary cash proffers, paid by the Applicant to the County, shall be allocated based on 
the following: 
 



(a)        Schools: $1,616,923.00 ($16,669.31 per Unit).    
             

(b)        Parks & Recreation:  $150,000.00 ($1,546.39 per Unit) 
             

(c)        Transportation: $219,901.10 cash ($2,267.02 per Unit) **   
             

(d)       Libraries: $57,519.00 ($593.00 per Unit)    
 

(e)        Fire & Rescue:  $74,151.00 ($764.44 per Unit)  
 

(f)        General Government: $40,964.00 ($422.31 per Unit)  
 
Total Cash Proffers are $2,159,459.60    
  
Total In-Kind Proffers: $1,733,006.01  

 
Total Cash and In-kind Proffers are $3,892,525.60 ($40,129.13 per Unit)  
 
** Section 6 (c) is subject to the conditions provided under Section 4(c) (3) 

 
7.  Covenants.  The Applicant, prior to developing the Property, shall encumber the 
Property with a declaration of conditions, covenants, restrictions, and easements for the purpose 
of (a) protecting the value and desirability of the property; (b) facilitating the planning and 
development of the development in a unified and consistent manner; (c) preserving the Open 
Space Parcel E; and (d) providing for the installation, maintenance, and repair for all 
landscaping, on-site amenities, open space, and other common areas.  The Applicant will also 
create a property or homeowner’s association as a non-stock corporation under the laws of 
Virginia that will provide and ensure oversight and structure for services provided, quality 
standards, intercampus relationships, and common area maintenance.  

 
In addition, for all future property owners abutting the VEPCO easement shown on the GDP, the 
Applicant will provide each buyer a disclosure notice identifying the fact that overhead power 
lines may be constructed within the VEPCO easement in the future.  
 
8.  Fire Sprinklers in Residential Units.  The Applicant agrees to offer as an option to 
purchasers of any of the Units, but not as a requirement, fire sprinkler systems within said Units.  
In no event shall these fire sprinkler systems be a requirement for purposes of construction 
and/or permitting, but rather only an option payable by purchasers of the Units.   
 
9. Environmental Impact Mitigation.  The Applicant proffers the following for any lot 
depicted on the GDP as being located within a Critical Resource Protection Area (“CRPA”): 
 

(a) Subsequent to the issuance of a building permit and prior to the issuance of an 
occupancy permit for the construction of a single-family dwelling on any 
residential lot or parcel with lot lines within the CRPA, a sign shall be installed by 
the developer identifying the landward limits of the CRPA and notification will be 



provided to the County Zoning Administrator after completion. Such signs shall 
conform to the Critical Resource Protection Area Signage Policy and shall be 
installed at the expense of the developer in accordance with the Critical Resource 
Protection Area Signage Policy. 

 
(b) No certificate of occupancy shall be issued for a single-family dwelling on any 

residential lot or parcel with lot lines within the CRPA until the installation of any 
required plant materials is completed and documentation of such is submitted to 
the County Zoning Administrator. 

 
(c) The deeds for such lots shall include deed restrictions providing the following: 

 
i. The property owner shall be responsible for the maintenance and 

replacement of all vegetation as may be required by the provisions of the 
County’s Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay District. 

ii. Plant material within the CRPA shall be tended and maintained in healthy 
growing condition and free from refuse and debris at all times. 

iii. Diseased plant materials shall be replaced during the next planting season, 
as may be required by the provisions of the County’s Chesapeake Bay 
Preservation Area Overlay District.   

iv. No certificate of occupancy shall be issued until the installation of any 
plant materials required by the County’s Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Area Overlay District is completed and documentation of such is 
submitted to the County Zoning Administrator. 

 
10. Historic Preservation.  The Applicant agrees to perform a Phase 1 Archeology Study on 
the Property if historical artifacts are discovered during development of the Property, and to 
perform a Phase 2 Archeology Study on the Property if required by the said Phase 1 Archeology 
Study.   
 
11. Belmont Museum. The Applicant agrees to pay to the Belmont Museum, upon the 
approval of the first residential occupancy permit within the Project, the sum of $30,000.00 for 
purposes of assisting the museum with any facility improvements or for other general museum 
purposes.  
 
12. Miscellaneous. The Applicant agrees to provide the following proffers: 
 

(a) Proposed development shall be limited to 97 single-family detached dwelling 
units. 
 

(b) Open Space Parcels “A” (outside the VEPCO easement) and “D” shall include a 
20-foot street buffer, consisting of a double row of evergreen trees, between 
residential lots and along the Winding Creek Road right-of-way, as shown on the 
GDP. 
 



(c) Open Space Parcel “C” shall include a variable width street buffer, consisting of a 
double row of evergreen trees, between residential lots and along the Winding 
Creek Road right-of-way, to the maximum extent allowed by the lot configuration 
generally as shown on the GDP. 

 
(d) Each lot shall contain foundation landscaping and at least one (1) tree shall be 

provided in the rear yard, with a 1" caliper or 6-8' tall  at planting. 
 
(e) The Applicant will install and construct a tot lot in the general location as shown 

on the GDP and a picnic/pavilion area, the availability and location of said 
picnic/pavilion area to be determined at time of final engineering.  
 

(f) The Applicant agrees to provide a landscape buffer, consisting of a double row of 
evergreen trees, between Lot 43 and 44 and the adjacent property owner, as 
shown on sheet 9 of the GDP.  
 

[AUTHORIZED SIGNATURES TO FOLLOW] 
 

  



 
APPLICANT ACKNOWLEDGMENT & CONSENT 

 

Winding Creek Owner, LLC,  
a Virginia limited liability company  
 
 
By: ______________________________________ 
Name: ____________________________________ 
Title: _____________________________________ 

 
 
STATE/COMMONWEALTH OF_____________________,  
CITY/COUNTY OF __________________, to wit: 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of November, 2016, 
by _________________, _________________ of Winding Creek Owner, LLC, on behalf of said 
company.   
 
      _______________________________________ 
        Notary Public 
My Commission expires: __________________ 
Notary Registration number: _______________ 
 
  



OWNERS ACKNOWLEDGMENT & CONSENT 
 

  
     The Earl F. Musselman Trust created November 28, 2001 

 
BY: __________________________________________ 

John J. Musselman, Trustee 
 

 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,  
CITY/COUNTY OF __________________, to wit: 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of November, 2016, 
by John J. Musselman, Trustee for The Earl F. Musselman Trust created November 28, 2001.   
 
      _______________________________________ 
        Notary Public 
My Commission expires: __________________ 
Notary Registration number: _______________ 
  



 
 
 

EXHIBIT A 
 
 

Generalized Development Plan 
 

See attached “Winding Creek Generalized Development Plan” dated May 2014, as last revised 
August 29, 2016, and prepared by Bowman Consulting. 
  



EXHIBIT B 
 
 

Renderings 
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D R A F T 

 
For Discussion Purposes 

Only 
STAFFORD COUNTY, VIRGINIA 

 
PROFFER STATEMENT  

 
Applicant:    Winding Creek Owner, LLC (the “Applicant”) 
 
Property Owner: John J Musselman, Trustee of the Earl F. Musselman Trust (the 

“Owner”) 
 
Property: Tax Parcel 29-4 (the “Property”) 
 
Rezoning Request:  From A-1 to R-1 
 
Project Name: Winding Creek (the “Project”) 
 
Date:  Originally dated June 15, 2016, and updated as of September  

29,December 12, 2016 
 
County File No.  RC 16151330 
    CUP 16151334 
 

 
1. General Requirements.  
 

(a) The following proffers are being made pursuant to Sections 15.2-2298 and 
15.2-2303, et al. of the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended, and Section 28-161, et seq. of the 
Stafford County Zoning Ordinance. The proffers provided herein are the only proffered conditions 
offered in this rezoning application, and any prior proffers to which the Property (as generally 
defined above and shown on the GDP) may be subject to or previously offered with the 
Applicant’s application or otherwise previously proffered are hereby superseded by these proffers, 
and further said prior proffers are hereby void and of no further force and effect.  In addition and 
notwithstanding the foregoing, the proffers provided hereunder are conditioned upon and become 
effective only in the event the Applicant’s rezoning application No. RC 16151330 and associated 
conditional use permit application 16151334 are approved (including through applicable appeal 
periods) by the Stafford County Board of Supervisors (the “County”).  

 
(b) Subject to the terms hereunder, the Property will be developed in accordance with 

that certain generalized development plan entitled “Winding Creek Generalized Development 
Plan” dated May 2014, as last revised August 29, 2016, prepared by Bowman Consulting, attached 
hereto as Exhibit A (the “GDP”), which plan includes a clustered development with a maximum of 



ninety-seven (97) single family detached units (“Units” or Unit”). The aforesaid number of units 
are subject to the approval of the Applicant’s companion conditional use permit application 
#16151334.        

 
(c) For purposes of the final site plan, which will supersede the GDP, proposed parcel 

lines, parcel sizes, building envelopes and footprints, access points, building sizes, building 
locations, public road locations, private driveway, road and travel way locations, interparcel 
connectors, RPAs and wetland areas, utility locations, storm water management facilities, and 
dimensions of undeveloped areas shown on the GDP may be relocated and/or amended from 
time-to-time by the Applicant to address final development, engineering, and design requirements 
and/or compliance with federal or state agency regulations including, but not limited to, VDOT, 
DEQ, Army Corps of Engineers, etc., and compliance with the requirements of the County’s 
applicable development regulations and design standards manual.  

 
2.    Architecture & Materials.  For purposes of the proposed development, the architectural 
design of the Units shall be in general accordance with the renderings attached hereto as Exhibit B 
(the “Renderings”).  The Renderings are illustrative only and do not depict the final elevations for 
this Project.  In this regard, the Renderings depict (i) a commitment to a general type, character, 
and quality of architectural design, details and materials; and (ii) the general types of architectural 
and decorative elements and features.  In addition, the Units will specifically include the 
following: 
 

(a) The front elevation of 75% of the Units will consist of a minimum of 60% brick, 
natural stone, or cultured stone (excluding doors, windows and garages). All homes will include 
beaded vinyl and Applicant will offer fiber cement siding as an option to buyers.    

 
(b)  The side elevation facing the street of a Unit on a corner lot will have at least two 

operable windows. 
 
(c)  All Units will have brick or stone to grade on any side facing a street (including 

corner lots).   
 

(d)   All Units will include pitched  roofs symmetrically sloped no less than 5:12, except 
that porches and attached sheds may be no less than 2:12 and all Units will avoid continuous roof 
planes on the front side of dwellings by incorporating gables as depicted on the Renderings.  
  
3.   Entrance Features.  The Applicant agrees to construct an entrance monument out of brick 
or stone utilized in the development. The client has attached a rendering which reflects the general 
architectural features and materials of the entrance sign. 
 
4.   Transportation.  The Applicant, subject to necessary County and VDOT approvals for the 
development of the Project, agrees to provide the following in-kind transportation proffers, all as 
generally shown and noted on the GDP:  
 

(a)  The Applicant agrees to dedicate 0.84 acres of right of way along Winding Creek 
Road to widen the right of way to a width of sixty feet (60'), all in the areas generally shown and 



noted on the GDP. The Applicant agrees to make this dedication without compensation nor will 
the Applicant request a credit for this dedication as an offset to future transportation impact fees.        

 
(b) The Applicant agrees to dedicate 0.78 acres of right of way for the relocation of 

Embrey Mill Road, all in the areas generally shown and noted on the GDP.  This dedication is 
without compensation and is an in kind proffer with a value of $69,031.84.       

 
(c) The Applicant agrees to provide the following in kind offsite transportation 

proffers:  
 

(1)  the construction of a right turn lane at the intersection of Eustace Road and 
Northampton Boulevard, all as depicted on the GDP (with an estimated in-kind 
proffer value of $150,662.20);. The Applicant will undertake all reasonable, and 
good faith efforts in attempts to obtain the necessary right of way area for the 
aforesaid improvements;    

 
(2)  the construction of a right turn taper and acceleration lane off of Winding Creek 
Road and into the main entrance of the Project, all as depicted on the GDP (with 
an estimated in-kind proffer value of $186,974.00); and  

 
(3) clearing and, grading and sight line improvements along Winding Creek Road 
at the sharp curve located roughly 530 feet north of the northern limit of the Project, 
all as depicted on the GDP. (the total estimated value for this improvement is 
$412,462.70).  Notwithstanding the foregoing, allportions of the aforesaid 
improvements must be approved byunder this Section 4 (c) (3) may require private 
easements from applicable third party property owners along Winding Creek Road, 
as shown (who are identified on the GDP), including without limitation approval 
of necessary temporary construction and maintenance easements required to clear 
and grade said area. In the event the Applicant is unable to obtain all approvals, the 
Applicant will pay the total value of said improvements under this Section 4 (c) 
(3) in the amount of $412,462.70 as cash proffers on a per unit basis as described 
below under Section 6.within the said areas shown on the GDP. In the event the 
Applicant is only able to obtain one of the two property owner’s approval, the 
Applicant will clear and grade the subject area to the extent of approvals obtained, 
and pay the remaining value of improvements described in this Section 4 able to 
obtain necessary easements and/or other approvals from said third party property 
owners described herein, the said third party property owners shall not incur any 
liability or obligation for purposes of said improvements and all cost, expense, 
maintenance and other obligations necessary for said improvements shall be the 
sole obligation of the Applicant, less and except the subject easement area(s) is/are 
acquired or dedicated for public purposes as described below. Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary under this proffer statement, in the event the Applicant, 
after obtaining private easement approvals from said third party property owners 
and construction of the said improvements, fails to maintain the improvements 
constructed pursuant to this Section 4(c) (3) as cash proffers in the same manner(3) 
and said improvements are not otherwise dedicated for public purposes, then up to 



$100,000 of the cash transportation proffers described below under Section 6 (e.g. 
if Applicant obtains approvals for only $250,000 of in kind improvements, the 
remaining $162,462.70 will be paid by the applicant as cash proffers)c) shall be 
utilized to maintain and/or repair said improvements.  
       

 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, except for the right of way area owned by the Applicant, 
any right of way area necessary for the improvements described above under Section 4 (c) shall be 
acquired or otherwise obtained by the County. 
 
All transportation improvements described above under this Section 4(c) shall be provided during 
the construction of the first phase of Units.  

The total estimated value to design and construct the improvements described 
under this Section 4 (c) is $750,098.90. 
         

           (d)  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary under this proffer statement, in the event 
the Applicant is unable to acquire or obtain necessary right of way and/or easement areas for the 
improvements described above under Section 4 (c) (1) and Section 4 (c) (3), the  Applicant may 
then request, for public purposes, that the County acquire the right-of-way and/or public easements 
by means of its condemnation powers.  Said request(s) shall be made to the appropriate County 
agency and shall be accompanied by the following: 
 

1. The names of the applicable record owners, the property addresses, tax map parcel 
numbers for each third party landowner from whom such right-of-way and/or 
easements are sought; 

 
2. Plats, plans and profiles showing the necessary right-of-way and/or easements to be 

acquired and showing the details of the proposed transportation improvements to 
be located on each such third party properties;  

 
3. An independent appraisal of the value of the right-of-way and/or easements to be 

acquired, and description of any damages to the residue of the involved third party 
properties; including an appraisal that is provided by an appraiser licensed in 
Virginia and approved by the County; 

 
4. A 60-year title search of each involved third party property;  

 
5. Documentation demonstrating to the County's reasonable satisfaction that the 

Applicant undertook good faith and best efforts to obtain approval for the 
right-of-way and/or easements, and made an offer of at least the appraised value of 
the involved third party property interests;  

 
6. A letter of credit acceptable to the County, cash or equivalent (from a financial 

institution acceptable to the County) in an amount equal to the appraised value of 
the third party properties to be acquired, and all damages to the residue, together 
with an amount representing the County's estimate of its cost of condemnation 



proceedings, in a form permitting the County to draw upon the same as necessary to 
effectuate the purposes hereof; and 

 
7. An Agreement signed by Applicant's representative and approved by the County 

Attorney whereby Applicant agrees to pay all reasonable costs of the 
condemnation, including expert witness fees, court costs, exhibit costs, court 
reporter fees, attorneys’ fees for the Office of the County Attorney or attorney 
retained by the County, and all other costs associated with the litigation, including 
appeals.  The Agreement shall specifically provide that in the event the third party 
property owner is awarded in the condemnation suit more than the appraised value 
estimated by Applicant's appraiser, Applicant shall pay to the County the amount of 
the award in excess of the amount represented by the letter of credit or cash deposit 
within thirty (30) days of the award.  

 
            (e) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary under this Section 4, in the event the 
Applicant is unable to obtain either necessary private easements or right of way from applicable 
third parties or the said third party easements and/or right of way is not obtained through 
condemnation, as provided above under Sections 4(c) and 4(d), and thus the Applicant is unable to 
construct any or all of the proffered improvements under said sections, then the Applicant, as may 
be applicable, shall pay as cash proffers no more than $563,084.90 ($150,662.20 for purposes of 
Section 4 (c) (1) and $412,462.70 for purposes of Section 4 (c) (3)) in accordance with Section 6 
below.  
 

(df) The Applicant agrees to construct a sidewalk to Winding Creek Road and a painted 
crosswalk connecting the east and west sides of Winding Creek Road, all in the areas generally 
shown and noted on the GDP.    

 
(eg) All offsite transportation improvements described under this Section 4 shall be 

completed within one (1) year after the issuance of the first residential building permit within the 
Project, subject to the time period and legal process required to complete any condemnation, 
which may extend said one (1) year period so long as the Applicant has diligently pursued the 
acquisition of necessary easements and/or right of way areas described above under Section 4 (c).    

 
(h) The monetary value of all transportation improvements (not otherwise required for 

the development) and/or dedications of right of way, as provided above under this Section 4, are an 
in kind transportation proffer for purposes of this rezoning with an aggregate value 
of $819,130.74. These in-kind proffers may qualify as a credit toward and offset any transportation 
impact fees assessed against the Propertyproffers for purposes of this rezoning, all as may be 
applicable under state code and County ordinance. Any said. The dedications described under 
Sections 4 (a) and (b) shall be provided as part of a the first (final & approved) subdivision plan for 
the Property.      
 
5. Preservation of Open Space.  The 10.326 acres of land shown and labeled as “Open 
Space Parcel E” on the GDP shall be preserved as open space and not developed or disturbed, 
except for park purposes in the event the County accepts the dedication of said parcel. In this 
regard, Open Space Parcel E will be dedicated to the County upon the approval of the first section 



of the final subdivision plan of the Property. In the event the County does not desire to accept the 
dedication, Open Space Parcel E will be placed in a conservation easement. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, in the event the Applicant is unable to obtain the acceptance of a third party holder for 
the conservation easement, then Open Space Parcel E will be conveyed to the Project’s 
Homeowners’s association (as described below under Section 7) and encumbered by restrictive 
covenants that will prohibit the development of said parcel.  The fair market value of the 
dedication and preservation of open space is approximately $913,875.27.    
 
6. Cash Contribution.  For purposes of this rezoning and in addition to other proffers 
described hereunder, the Applicant agrees to pay $2,189,458.10 in aggregate cash proffers, all as 
described in more detail below.  These cash proffers are also subject to annual increases to be 
calculated on a yearly basis commencing two (2) years after the date of final County approval of 
this proffer statement.  Such increases shall be calculated by multiplication of the Marshall-Swift 
Index and not the Consumer Price Index of the Department of Labor Statistics for the current year 
by the original per unit cash proffer amount.  All cash proffers shall be paid by the Applicant  upon 
the issuance of a final certificate of occupancy by the County for each Unit (e.g. 97 single family 
detached units). 
 
These voluntary cash proffers, paid by the Applicant to the County, shall be allocated based on the 
following: 
 

(a)        Schools: $1,616,923.00 ($16,669.31 per Unit for all 97 units or $20,999.00 per Unit 
for 77 units (77 equals 97- 20 by right units).    

             
(b)        Parks & Recreation:  $150,000.00 ($1,546.39 per Unit for 97 units or $1,948.05 

per Unit for 77 units) ) 
             

(c)        Transportation: $249,901.10219,901.10 cash ($2,576.302,267.02 per Unit for 97 
units or $3,245.46  per Unit for 77 units) **   

             
(d)       Libraries: $57,519.00 ($593.00 per Unit for 97 units or $747.00 per Unit for 77 

units)    
 

(e)        Fire & Rescue:  $74,151.00 ($764.44 per Unit for 97 units or $963.00 per Unit for 
77 units).)  

 
(f)        General Government: $40,964.00 ($422.31 per Unit) for 97 units or $532.00 per 

Unit for 77 units) 
 
Total Cash Proffers are $2,189,458.10  ($22,571.73 per Unit for 97 units or $28,434.52  per 
Unit for 77 units)2,159,459.60    
  
Total In-Kind Proffers: $1,733,006.01 ($17,866.04 per Unit for 97 units or $22,506.57 for 77 
units) 

 



Total Cash and In-kind Proffers are $3,922,464.11 ($40,437.773,892,525.60 ($40,129.13 per 
Unit for 97 units or $50,941.09 Per Unit for 77 units)  

  
 
** Section 6 (c) is subject to the conditions provided under Section 4(c) (3) 

 
7.  Covenants.  The Applicant, prior to developing the Property, shall encumber the Property 
with a declaration of conditions, covenants, restrictions, and easements for the purpose of (a) 
protecting the value and desirability of the property; (b) facilitating the planning and development 
of the development in a unified and consistent manner; (c) preserving the Open Space Parcel E; 
and (d) providing for the installation, maintenance, and repair for all landscaping, on-site 
amenities, open space, and other common areas.  The Applicant will also create a property or 
homeowner’s association as a non-stock corporation under the laws of Virginia that will provide 
and ensure oversight and structure for services provided, quality standards, intercampus 
relationships, and common area maintenance.  

 
In addition, for all future property owners abutting the VEPCO easement shown on the GDP, the 
Applicant will provide each buyer a disclosure notice identifying the fact that overhead power 
lines may be constructed within the VEPCO easement in the future.  
 
8.  Fire Sprinklers in Residential Units.  The Applicant agrees to offer as an option to 
purchasers of any of the Units, but not as a requirement, fire sprinkler systems within said Units.  
In no event shall these fire sprinkler systems be a requirement for purposes of construction and/or 
permitting, but rather only an option payable by purchasers of the Units.   
 
9. Environmental Impact Mitigation.  The Applicant proffers the following for any lot 
depicted on the GDP as being located within a Critical Resource Protection Area (“CRPA”): 
 

(a) Subsequent to the issuance of a building permit and prior to the issuance of an 
occupancy permit for the construction of a single-family dwelling on any 
residential lot or parcel with lot lines within the CRPA, a sign shall be installed by 
the developer identifying the landward limits of the CRPA and notification will be 
provided to the County Zoning Administrator after completion. Such signs shall 
conform to the Critical Resource Protection Area Signage Policy and shall be 
installed at the expense of the developer in accordance with the Critical Resource 
Protection Area Signage Policy. 

 
(b) No certificate of occupancy shall be issued for a single-family dwelling on any 

residential lot or parcel with lot lines within the CRPA until the installation of any 
required plant materials is completed and documentation of such is submitted to the 
County Zoning Administrator. 

 
(c) The deeds for such lots shall include deed restrictions providing the following: 

 



i. The property owner shall be responsible for the maintenance and 
replacement of all vegetation as may be required by the provisions of the 
County’s Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay District. 

ii. Plant material within the CRPA shall be tended and maintained in healthy 
growing condition and free from refuse and debris at all times. 

iii. Diseased plant materials shall be replaced during the next planting season, 
as may be required by the provisions of the County’s Chesapeake Bay 
Preservation Area Overlay District.   

iv. No certificate of occupancy shall be issued until the installation of any plant 
materials required by the County’s Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area 
Overlay District is completed and documentation of such is submitted to the 
County Zoning Administrator. 

 
10. Historic Preservation.  The Applicant agrees to perform a Phase 1 Archeology Study on 
the Property if historical artifacts are discovered during development of the Property, and to 
perform a Phase 2 Archeology Study on the Property if required by the said Phase 1 Archeology 
Study.   
 
11. MiscellaneousBelmont Museum. The Applicant agrees to pay to the Belmont Museum, 
upon the approval of the first residential occupancy permit within the Project, the sum of 
$30,000.00 for purposes of assisting the museum with any facility improvements or for other 
general museum purposes.  
 
12. Miscellaneous. The Applicant agrees to provide the following proffers: 
 

(a) Proposed development shall be limited to 97 single-family detached dwelling units. 
 

(b) Open Space Parcels “A” (outside the VEPCO easement) and “D” shall include a 
20-foot street buffer, consisting of a double row of evergreen trees, between 
residential lots and along the Winding Creek Road right-of-way, as shown on the 
GDP. 
 

(c) Open Space Parcel “C” shall include a variable width street buffer, consisting of a 
double row of evergreen trees, between residential lots and along the Winding 
Creek Road right-of-way, to the maximum extent allowed by the lot configuration 
generally as shown on the GDP. 

 
(d) Each lot shall contain foundation landscaping and at least one (1) tree shall be 

provided in the rear yard, with a 1" caliper or 6-8' tall  at planting. 
 
(e) The Applicant will install and construct a tot lot in the general location as shown on 

the GDP and a picnic/pavilion area, the availability and location of said 
picnic/pavilion area to be determined at time of final engineering.  
 



(f) The Applicant agrees to provide a landscape buffer, consisting of a double row of 
evergreen trees, between Lot 43 and 44 and the adjacent property owner, as shown 
on sheet 9 of the GDP.  
 

[AUTHORIZED SIGNATURES TO FOLLOW] 
 

  



 
APPLICANT ACKNOWLEDGMENT & CONSENT 

 

Winding Creek Owner, LLC,  
a Virginia limited liability company  
 
 
By: ______________________________________ 
Name: ____________________________________ 
Title: _____________________________________ 

 
 
STATE/COMMONWEALTH OF_____________________,  
CITY/COUNTY OF __________________, to wit: 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day 
of ________November, 2016, by _________________, _________________ of Winding Creek 
Owner, LLC, on behalf of said company.   
 
      _______________________________________ 
        Notary Public 
My Commission expires: __________________ 
Notary Registration number: _______________ 
 
  



OWNERS ACKNOWLEDGMENT & CONSENT 
 

  
     The Earl F. Musselman Trust created November 28, 2001 

 
BY: __________________________________________ 

John J. Musselman, Trustee 
 

 
STATE/COMMONWEALTH OF_____________________ VIRGINIA,  
CITY/COUNTY OF __________________, to wit: 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day 
of ________November, 2016, by John J. Musselman, Trustee for The Earl F. Musselman Trust 
created November 28, 2001.   
 
      _______________________________________ 
        Notary Public 
My Commission expires: __________________ 
Notary Registration number: _______________ 
  



 
 
 

EXHIBIT A 
 
 

Generalized Development Plan 
 

See attached “Winding Creek Generalized Development Plan” dated May 2014, as last revised 
August 29, 2016, and prepared by Bowman Consulting. 
  



EXHIBIT B 
 
 

Renderings 
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